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Executive Summary 

Deliverable D5.5 undertakes the documentation of the efforts within the context of the tasks 5.1, 5.2, 

5.3, and 5.4 of WP5. Deliverable D5.5 is the accompanying report that is documenting the third version 

of the integrated BigDataOcean platform (Release 3.00) and provides the updated documentation for 

the backend and frontend services of the platform. Additionally, the integration plan for the period 

lasting from M19 till M30 that provides the necessary guidance during the integration process for this 

period is presented. 

The list of the backend services of the integrated BigDataOcean platform is composed by the Data 

Ingestion, the Query Execution, the Service Execution and Building, the Visualisation Generation, the 

Dashboard Creation and Display and the Access Control Service. The Data Ingestion is responsible for 

providing the automated process that enables the automatic retrieval, semantic enrichment, parsing 

and normalisation of the incoming datasets and is composed by four services, namely the File Handler, 

the Vocabulary Repository, the Harmonisation Tool and the File Parser services. Each of one of these 

services undertakes specific tasks within the automated process. The Query Execution is facilitating the 

explorations of the datasets and their variables, the compilation of simple or complex queries with an 

innovative and easy-to-use user interface. The Service Execution and Building is providing the execution 

environment of advanced analytics services, as well as their personalisation through parameters. The 

Visualisation Generation is responsible for the visualisation capabilities of the platform with a variety of 

visualisation types over the available dataset or the generated data, the support of visualisations within 

custom dashboards or advanced analytics services. The Dashboard Creation and Display is enabling the 

generation of customisable dashboards/ reports with a composition of multiple components (widgets) 

containing visualisations, or notes containing text, images, tables. 

The list of the frontend services of the integrated BigDataOcean platform includes the Landing Page, 

the Query Designer, the Dashboard Builder, the Services/ Analytics Builder, the Applications and 

Dashboards and the Data Upload. The enhanced Landing Page is offering the options to explore and 

search the BDO Datasets in order to obtain the aggregated information for every one of them, the use 

the Query Designer Tool or explore the available applications and dashboards of the platform. The User 

Profile enables the option to view and edit the profile information of the user, as well as to send 

feedback and evaluate the platform. The Query Designer is offering an intuitive environment for the 

formulation of custom queries with rich expressive capabilities and without the use of any SQL. The 

Dashboard Builder is enabling the creation of custom dashboard and reports with multiple widgets with 

visualisations, images, tables and text. The Service/ Analytics Builder is facilitating the creation and 

execution of services on top of the platform through an innovative service building process with 

advanced capabilities. Through the Applications & Dashboards the user is accessing the services and 

dashboard that are available in the platform. Finally, the Data Upload is facilitating the on-demand 

upload of datasets by the user. 

In addition to the latest information for the available services of the integrated BigDataOcean platform, 

the deliverable at hand presents the integration strategy that will be followed along with the list of tools 

and techniques that will be enable the realisation of this strategy. Furthermore, the integration roadmap 

that documents the integration activities and the identification of the dependencies between the 

components is presented. 

It should be noted that the delivery of the integrated BigDataOcean platform is a living process that 

will last until M30, when the final version of the integrated platform will be delivered with deliverable 
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D5.6. The final version will contain the necessary updates and improvements in the existing 

functionalities, as well as new functionalities, in order to provide the final version of the fully functional 

high-fidelity implementation of the platform. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Objective of the deliverable 

Deliverable D5.5 undertakes the documentation of the efforts carried out within the context of tasks of 

WP5, namely the Task 5.1 – Platform's Backbone Infrastructure Development, the Task 5.2 – 

BigDataOcean Services Development, the Task 5.3 – Platform Components and Services Integration 

and the Task 5.4 - Technical Verification and Continuous Integration Testing Activities. Within the 

context of these tasks, the backbone infrastructure and the first mock-up version of the BigDataOcean 

services have been delivered with deliverables D5.1 and D5.2 respectively. Additionally, the first low-

fidelity integrated BigDataOcean platform has been delivered with deliverable D5.3 and the partially 

functional high-fidelity integrated BigDataOcean platform has been formulated and delivered with 

deliverable D5.4.  

D5.5 is building directly upon the BigDataOcean Platform Release 2.00 that was delivered with D5.4 

towards the aim of providing the BigDataOcean Platform Release 3.00 that delivers all the 

improvements and refinements that were introduced in all the services and functionalities of the 

platform. In the context of deliverable D5.5, all the updated services that are utilised in order to provide 

the platform’s offering are provided to all stakeholders of the platform. The improvements and 

refinements were driven by the analysis of the feedback received from the assessment of the end users 

on the previous release of the platform. Towards this end, the development team translated the 

outcomes of the analysis into a series of necessary improvements and refinements that were applied 

on both the backend and the frontend services of the platform in order to ensure that the offered 

functionalities are addressing the stakeholders’ needs. 

The current document is the accompanying report documenting the latest information for the available 

services of the integrated BigDataOcean platform, as well as providing some insights on the upcoming 

services that will be available in the next release. Additionally, in this report the integration plan that 

guides the ongoing integration activities from M18 to M30 is documented, indicating also the necessary 

updates in the integration strategy that will be followed during this period. 

The implementation of the BigDataOcean platform is a living process that will last until M30, when the 

BigDataOcean Platform Final Release will be delivered (corresponding to D5.6). Within this context, 

deliverable D5.6 will contain the final fully functional high-fidelity implementation of the platform that 

will contain all the available functionalities of the platform along with the final updates and 

enhancements on the existing ones. 

1.2 Structure of the deliverable 

Deliverable D5.5 is organised in five main sections as indicated in the table of contents: 

1. The first section introduces the deliverable. It documents the scope of the deliverable and 

briefly describes how the document is structured. It also documents the positioning of the 

deliverable in the project, namely the relation of the current deliverable with the other 

deliverables, and how the knowledge produced in the other deliverables served as input to the 

current deliverable. 
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2. Following the introduction, section 2 documents the updated information on the backend 

services delivered in the third release of the integrated BigDataOcean platform and documents 

the necessary information concerning the implemented processes, workflows and interfaces 

within the services. 

3. Section 3 presents the latest frontend services delivered in the third release of the integrated 

BigDataOcean platform along with an insight of the upcoming services that will be included in 

the next release. Moreover, for each service the corresponding mock-ups are presented.  

4. Section 4 documents the integration plan as defined within the context of BigDataOcean project 

for the period lasting from M19 till M30 by presenting the corresponding integration strategy 

and roadmap. 

5. Section 5 reports the conclusions of the deliverable outlining the main findings of the 

deliverable, which will guide the future research and technological efforts of the consortium. 

 

1.3 Positioning within the project 

Deliverable D5.5 is the outcome of the efforts undertaken within the context of all the tasks of WP5, 

namely the Task 5.1, the Task 5.2, the Task 5.3 and the Task 5.4. D5.5 builds on top of the efforts 

undertaken within the context of all tasks of WP5 that provided the partially functional high-fidelity 

integrated BigDataOcean platform, as delivered with deliverable D5.4, in order to deliver the third 

release of the platform. Moreover, the deliverable D5.5 provides the integration plan for the period 

lasting from M18 till M30 that guides the integration of the various BigDataOcean backend and frontend 

services. 
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2 BigDataOcean Back-End Services 

The current section of the document provides the updated implementation information of the backend 

services that were developed in order to facilitate the development of the frontend environment of the 

BigDataOcean and the corresponding frontend services that are documented in section 3. For the 

implementation of the aforementioned services the detailed design specifications that were documented 

in deliverable D4.4 were followed.  

It should be noted that for coherency reasons, the current section contains also information included 

in the revised deliverable D5.2, indicating the updates, if any, from the previous version on each section. 

2.1 Data Ingestion 

2.1.1 Description of the process 

Within the context of the BigDataOcean platform a variety of datasets are received, originating for 

heterogeneous sources, in multiple formats and at different velocities. For this purpose, a data ingestion 

service capable of providing an efficient and effective ingestion process was developed. Moreover, to 

address the nature of the incoming datasets, that vary in terms of refresh rate, availability and size 

depending on the information included as well as the type of the data source, an automated process 

was introduced. This automated process enables the automatic retrieval, semantic enrichment and 

parsing of the incoming datasets and was described in the revised deliverable D5.2.  

In the latest version of the data ingestion service several updates were introduced according to the 

architectural decisions that were documented in deliverable D4.4. The main updates were related to 

the second storage solution of the platform, where PostgreSQL1 was replaced with Apache Hive2 which 

is a data warehouse software providing an abstraction layer on top of datasets residing in HDFS, which 

remained the first storage solution of the platform. On top of Hive, Presto3 which is an open source 

distributed SQL query engine capable of running fast analytics queries against datasets residing on Hive 

with great performance has been also introduced. As such, the process received the necessary updates 

in order to store the normalised information in Hive through Presto. In addition to this, the components 

involved in the data ingestion service received several refinements and enhancements, in order to 

improve the performance and efficiency of the process, that are described in the documentation of the 

involved services. 

In the current version of the data ingestion service, the updated automated process is executed as 

follows: 

1. A new dataset is downloaded from a data source automatically by File Handler via the 

configured scheduler at the predefined time range and is initially stored in the HDFS storage 

solution. 

2. Once the new dataset is available in the HDFS, File Handler publishes a new message in the 

Kafka topic A informing the Harmonisation Tool for the availability of the new dataset along all 

required information, such as the applicable metadata profile name and the HDFS file path. 

                                                

1 PostgreSQL, https://www.postgresql.org/ 

2Apache Hive, https://hive.apache.org/ 

3 Presto, https://prestodb.io/ 
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3. The Harmonisation Tool, which is subscribed in topic A, is informed and immediately starts the 

semantic enrichment of the dataset, retrieves the new dataset from HDFS and the relevant 

metadata profile from File Handler, produces the appropriate metadata using the metadata 

vocabularies available in the Vocabulary Repository and stores them in the Dataset Metadata 

triple store.  

4. Once the semantic enrichment is completed, the Harmonisation Tool publishes a new message 

on the Kafka topic B in order to indicate the availability of the semantically enriched dataset 

which is ready to be parsed. 

5. One of the subscribed running instances of the File Parser is informed and undertakes the 

execution of the parsing process, retrieves the new dataset from HDFS and stores the 

normalised information in Hive storage through Presto. Kafka undertakes the load balancing of 

the subscribed running instances of the File Parser. 

Figure 2-1 displays the current implementation of the automated version of the data ingestion of the 

BigDataOcean platform: 

 

Figure 2-1: BigDataOcean automated data ingestion 

Additionally, the new process is designed to handle the on-demand upload of datasets with an existing 

metadata profile in the same automated manner where the only difference is the Step1 described 

above. More specifically, the user selects the corresponding metadata profile and uploads the new 

dataset. File Handler handles the storage of the new dataset in the HDFS file storage and publishes a 

new message in the Kafka topic A which results in the execution of the same automated process as 

described above in Step 2 to Step 5. 

It should be noted that the automated process is dependent on the existence of the metadata profile. 

For the case where the metadata profile does not exist, the process was tailored in order to provide 
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the means to create the new metadata profile so that the automated process is enabled, while also 

leverage the Kafka powerful functionalities for the distributed asynchronous parsing process. More 

specifically, the new on-demand upload process for the dataset without a metadata profile is executed 

as follows: 

1. The user uploads the new dataset and File Handler handles the storage of the new dataset in 

the HDFS file storage. 

2. The user triggers the Harmonisation Tool and the relevant metadata information is filled-in in 

a semi-automatic way with the metadata vocabularies available in the Vocabulary Repository. 

The relevant metadata for the dataset is stored in the Dataset Metadata triple store. At this 

point, the user is given the option to store the new metadata profile for the specific dataset. 

The new metadata profile is stored in the File Handler and will be used in the automated data 

ingestion process described above for any subsequent dataset uploads. 

3. Once the metadata is stored, the Harmonisation Tool triggers the distributed asynchronous 

parsing process by producing a new message in the topic B of Kafka and one of the subscribed 

running instances of the File Parser undertakes the execution of the parsing process and the 

storage of the normalised information in Hive storage through Presto. 

In the following subsections the implementation information of the BigDataOcean components involved 

in the Data Ingestion service is presented. 

Updates from previous version: 

 Replacement of PostgreSQL with Apache Hive and Presto according to the architectural 

decisions that were documented in deliverable D4.4. 

 Adjustments and updates in the involved components in order to integrate with Hive and 

Presto. 

 Refinements and enhancements in the components for performance improvement. 

 

2.1.2 File Handler 

The scope of the File Handler is to enable the automatic retrieval of new datasets from a data source 

in a preconfigured time range by providing the dedicated for the specific data source scheduling 

process. The scheduler is a configurable process that is able to connect to an appointed data source 

(via FTP or HTTP) and retrieve every new available dataset from the data source periodically based on 

the defined configuration. 

With regards to the scheduler functionalities of the File Handler the following updates are included in 

the current version: 

• The existing schedulers for Maretec4 and Copernicus5 have been enhanced to fetch datasets 

from multiple forecast types as provided by the specific data sources. 

• A new scheduler has been introduced for fetching data from OpenWeatherMap6. This scheduler 

also supports coordinate-based weather harvesting. 

                                                

4 Maretec, http://www.maretec.org/en/ 

5 Copernicus, https://www.copernicus.eu/en 

6 OpenWeatherMap, https://openweathermap.org/ 
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• New schedulers have been introduced for fetching data from the Danish Maritime Authority7, 

and the HCMR forecast server8. 

• All schedulers support now parallel file download and enhanced fetching options depending on 

the structure of the file server of the data source. 

Apart from the automated data retrieval, the File Handler enables the on-demand upload of a new 

dataset through the dedicated endpoints that it provides. The uploaded dataset is stored in raw format 

in the HDFS storage solution in both cases. 

Another key functionality of the File Handler towards the implementation of the automated data 

ingestion process is the management and storage of the metadata profiles that are utilised in the 

process in order to enable the automatic semantic enrichment of the datasets. Within these metadata 

profiles all the relevant metadata information for the dataset are included and utilised by the 

Harmonisation Tool in the process. The metadata profile contains information, among others, about 

the name, the title and the description of the profile, the standards utilised, the format, the language 

used, the publisher and the source, the license, access rights, the spatial, the vertical and temporal 

coverage and information about the variables included in the dataset and their corresponding unit of 

measurement. The metadata profiles are provided to the Harmonisation Tool by a set of dedicated 

endpoints. In the current version additional endpoints were introduced to support the metadata profiles 

functionality such as fetching profiles based on a selected dataset and updating profiles based on the 

given dataset ID and more. 

To support the implementation of the automated data ingestion process, the File Handler has been 

integrated with Kafka in order to publish a message in topic A once a new dataset is available in the 

HDFS storage solution. This new message will trigger the automated metadata creation for the dataset 

by the Harmonisation Tool. 

Furthermore, another core functionality of the File Handler is the definition of the BigDataOcean Context 

Model which is based on the Climate and Forecast (CF) Metadata Conventions standard9. The definition 

was initially handled by the File Parser however since the File Handler serves as a hub of information 

related to the data ingestion process with all the relative endpoints, it was decided to move this 

functionality to File Handler. 

The definition process remains the same as described in D5.2 and includes the following steps, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-2: 

1. Variable collection from all BigDataOcean Pilot partners 

2. Resolution of the naming conflicts from the variables collected in Step1 

3. Mapping of the collected variables to CF compliant standard names 

4. Resolution of the unit conflicts of the variables according to the CF standard 

5. Mapping of the collected variables to the CF categories 

6. Definition of the BigDataOcean Context Model 

                                                

7 Danish Maritime Authority, https://www.dma.dk/ 

8 HCMR, https://www.hcmr.gr/en/ 

9 Climate and Forecast Metadata Conventions standard, http://cfconventions.org/index.html 
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Figure 2-2: BigDataOcean Context Model definition process 

The BigDataOcean Context Model includes all the variables included in the datasets provided from the 

BigDataOcean Pilot partners as indicated in Step 1 of the definition process, as well as selected variables 

from the list of known data sources, such as Copernicus and Maretec, that have been identified as 

valuable parameters for the analysis and knowledge extraction processes of the BigDataOcean platform. 

The BigDataOcean Context Model is the indexing scheme of the platform and serves as input for 

the scheme defined in the Hive storage solution which is directly handling the indexing of the parsed 

and normalised information, as provided by the File Parser.  

Table 2-1 includes a non-exhaustive list of the variables included in the BigDataOcean Context Model. 

The full list of variables is provided as an Annex in the revised deliverable D5.2. 

Variable Name 
CF Standard 

Name 
Description Data Type Unit 

ATMS 
air_pressure_at_sea
_level 

Atmospheric pressure at sea 
level 

float Pa 

DOX1 
volume_fraction_of
_oxygen_in_sea_w
ater 

Dissolved oxygen float ml l-1 

GSPD 
wind_speed_of_gus
t Gust wind speed float m s-1 

BATHYMETRY 
sea_floor_depth_be
low_geoid 

bathmetry float m 

RELH relative_humidity Relative humidity float 1 

DOXY 

mole_concentration
_of_dissolved_mole
cular_oxygen_in_se
a_water 

Dissolved oxygen float mol m-3 

VHM0_WW 

sea_surface_wind_
wave_significant_h
eight 

Spectral significant wind wave 
height int m 

COURSE platform_course Course over ground int degrees 

SHIP_ID platform_id The id of the ship int - 
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SHIPTYPE platform_type_id Type of ship identifier int - 

IDTRIP trip_identifier The id of the trip int - 

IDTERMINALSTART terminal_start_id 
The id of the terminal (port) 
the trip started 

int - 

IDTERMINALSTOP terminal_stop_id 
The id of the terminal (port) 
the trip stopped 

int - 

FUELCONS 
fuel_oil_consumptio
n 

The fuel oil consumption double kg 

FULL SPEED 

DURATION 

full_speed_streamin

g_time 

Streaming time run at FULL 

SPEED 
double 

FULL 
SPEED 
DURATION 

FULL SPEED 
DISTANCE 

full_speed_streamin
g_distance 

Streaming distance run at FULL 
SPEED 

int 
FULL 
SPEED 
DISTANCE 

AVERAGE RPM 
average_engine_rp
m 

Average number of revolutions 
per minute or indication of the 
propeller 

double 
AVERAGE 
RPM 

Table 2-1: BigDataOcean Context Model variable examples 

File Handler is additionally providing the management and handling of the variables of the 

BigDataOceanOcean Context Model providing also the relative endpoints that are used by the rest of 

the components for the realisation of their internal processes. In addition to this, File Handler manages 

and provides the information concerning the existing tables in the Hive storage. 

The services offered by the File Handler can be only accessed through a RESTful API. The endpoints 

are used internally in the data ingestion service and are not exposed to the users of the platform. All 

API functions have restricted access and are secured with use of JSON Web Token10 (JWT). The list of 

the available API functions is documented in the Table 2-2. The complete API documentation is also 

available in the deliverables of WP4. 

Authentication 

POST /login  (Login) 

File management 

POST /file/upload (Upload a new file) 

POST /file/uploadAndParse  

(Upload a new file and send it automatically for metadata extraction and parsing) 

POST /file/download (Download a file from an external source) 

GET /file (Get a list of all the existing files) 

                                                

10JSON Web Token, https://jwt.io/ 
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POST /file (Add or update a file in dictionary) 

GET /file/{id} (Get the details of an existing file) 

GET /file/metadata/empty (Get a list of all the existing files without metadata) 

PUT /file/{fileId}/metadata/{metadataId} (Update metadata repository id of a given file) 

GET /file/parsed (Get a list of all parsed files) 

GET /file/parsed/{observation} (Get a list of all parsed files by observation type) 

BDO Context Model variables 

GET /variable (Get a list of all the existing variables) 

POST /variable (Add a new variable) 

GET /variable/name/{name} (Find a variable by name) 

GET /variable/canonicalName/{name} (Find a variable by canonical name) 

POST /variable/lookup (Find a variable by name and canonical name) 

POST /variable/lookupAll (Find variables by names and canonical names) 

Storage tables management 

GET /table (Get a list of all storage tables) 

POST /table (Add a new storage table) 

GET /table/id/{id} (Get a storage table by id) 

GET /table/name/{name} (Get a storage table by name) 

GET /table/column/{column} (Get a list of tables containing a specific variable) 

Profile management 

GET /metadataProfile (Get a list of all metadata profiles) 

POST /metadataProfile (Add a new metadata profile) 

GET /metadataProfile/id/{id} (Get a metadata profile by id) 

GET /metadataProfile/name/{name} (Get a metadata profile by name) 

Table 2-2: File Handler API 

 

Updates from previous version: 

 Updates on existing schedulers for Copernicus and Maretec in order to fetch datasets from 

multiple forecast types. 
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 Introduction of new schedulers for OpenWeatherMap, Danish Maritime Authority and the 

HCMR forecast server. 

 Support of parallel file download and enhanced fetching options for all schedulers. 

 New endpoints for metadata profile management and update. 

 The management and support of the BigDataOcean Context Model is now handled by the 

File Handler. 

 

Performance Indicators 

As described above, the main functionalities of the File Handler are the automatic download (via the 

scheduler functionality) or on-demand upload of a new dataset and the storage of the new dataset in 

the HDFS, the management and handling of the metadata profiles, as well as the publish in the Kafka 

topic for the availability of the new dataset in HDFS.  

With regard to the metadata profiles and the publishing in Kafka, the execution is trivial as it involves 

storing or retrieving a very small amount of the data or producing a message in the corresponding topic 

of Kafka. With regard to the upload and storage of the raw data sources in HDFS, the performance is 

heavily dependent on the network speed and the respective file size. As a result, the performance may 

vary, depending on these parameters. With regard to the storage of the file into the HDFS filesystem 

the performance may vary depending on the size of the file. 

In Table 2-3, some indicative execution times are documented based on the observed execution results 

with different file types with different file size. The execution of the examples was performed on a 

deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs.  

Performed action Related Dataset(s) Size 
Execution Time 

(seconds) 

Store Ocean Forecast HCMR 195 MB 2 

Store BioData MARETEC 525 MB 4 

Store Copernicus In-Situ Copernicus 1 MB < 1 

Store Weather data OpenWeatherMap 200 KB < 1 

Store Biochemistry 

Forecast 
Copernicus 414 MB 3 

Store Waves Forecast Copernicus 15 MB 1 

Store Meteo Forecast HCMR 574 MB 4 

Store Physics Forecast Copernicus 1.6 GB 30 

Table 2-3: File Handler performance indicators 

2.1.3 Vocabulary Repository 

It should be noted that there are no updates from the revised D5.2 and the description is provided 

for coherency reasons. 
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The Vocabulary Repository allows users to import, manage, query and interlink vocabularies from the 

maritime domain. It provides interfaces for retrieving related ontologies and vocabularies in order to 

create mappings to the maritime datasets. 

The services that the Vocabulary Repository offers to external tools are accessible through two different 

APIs: 

1. A RESTful API: All API functions have open access in order to be interlinked and facilitate the 

usage of Linked Open Data. The complete documentation of the API can be found here: 

http://212.101.173.48:3333/dataset/bdo/api 

Vocabulary Term (Class, Property, Datatype, Instance) 

GET /api/v2/term/search (search for a vocabulary term) 

GET /api/v2/term/autocomplete (get autocompletion recommendations for terms) 

GET /api/v2/term/suggest (suggest a vocabulary based on terms in the repository) 

Vocabulary 

GET /api/v2/vocabulary/list (list all stored vocabularies) 

GET /api/v2/vocabulary/search (search vocabularies based on title or prefix) 

GET /api/v2/vocabulary/autocomplete (get autocompletion recommendations for 
vocabularies) 

GET /api/v2/vocabulary/info (get details about one vocabulary) 

Agent 

GET /api/v2/agent/list (list all users) 

GET /api/v2/agent/search (search for a user) 

GET /api/v2/agent/autocomplete (get autocompletion recommendations for users) 

GET /api/v2/agent/info (get details about one user) 

Pilot 

GET /api/v2/pilot/list (list all pilots) 

GET /api/v2/pilot/search (search for a pilot) 

GET /api/v2/pilot/autocomplete (get autocompletion recommendations for pilots) 

GET /api/v2/pilot/info (get details about one pilot) 

Table 2-4: Vocabulary Repository basic API 

2. A SPARQL Endpoint: The BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository is also accessible via a 

SPARQL endpoint where SPARQL queries posted following the SPARQL protocol. The main 

components of the vocabularies are classes, properties, and hierarchies, as well as relationships 

http://212.101.173.48:3333/dataset/bdo/api
http://212.101.173.48:3333/dataset/bdo/api
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among ontologies which are an instance, collected as the results of evaluating queries over 

SPARQL endpoints. 

 

Performance indicators: 

BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository was tested to evaluate its performance when doing the four basic 

functions of persistent storage (CRUD). The tests performed on a deployment consisted of 10 virtual 

machines, each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 

Figure 2-3 presents the average time in seconds of several execution times with different vocabularies. 

As presented in Figure 2-3, inserting the metadata of each vocabulary demands time. When the 

metadata is inserted the Vocabulary Repository extracts additional data from the RDF file to generate 

statistics for classes, properties, instances, and provides the link with other vocabularies. 

 

Figure 2-3: Time spent performing CRUD operations on Vocabulary Repository 

 

2.1.4 Harmonisation Tool 

The goal of the Harmonisation Tool is to semantically annotate file datasets which are provided by the 

File Handler component and linking metadata vocabularies available in the Vocabulary Repository. The 

following contains ontologies/ vocabularies for describing both metadata about the datasets themselves 

as well as the data contained in these datasets (e.g., keywords and subjects).  

The Harmonisation Tool is responsible for associating meaning to each attribute of the dataset and 

facilitating the automated data ingestion with the functionality of metadata profiles. More specifically, 

the domain experts have the role of choosing from the Vocabulary Repository which terms/ instances 

match the best meaning of the attributes in the dataset. A GUI for the Harmonisation Tool allows users 

to specify the annotations which are then stored in the dedicated Dataset Metadata triple store. This 

information is also optionally saved within a metadata profile that is used in any subsequent automated 

execution of the data ingestion where the process is automatically executed without the need for input 

from domain experts.   
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Additionally, the information generated by the Harmonisation Tool can be easily accessed via SPARQL 

queries from the triple store endpoint, or via APIs. Figure 2-4 illustrates the Harmonisation Tool service. 

 

Figure 2-4: Harmonisation Tool 

The Harmonisation Tool extracts metadata from datasets in different format types such as NetCDF, 

CSV, and Excel Files. With the automatic ingestion mechanism described below, the tool can add new 

metadata on new datasets without any manual interaction. 

The Harmonisation Tool can receive and parse the messages published in a Kafka topic, once a new 

dataset is available in the HDFS file storage, containing information such as the HDFS file path and the 

metadata profile name. Once the message is received, the Harmonisation Tool retrieves the metadata 

profile from the File Handler, identifies the file type and then generates a UUID identifier alongside the 

issued date, the modified date and the temporal coverage included in the file. The Harmonisation Tool 

inserts the metadata after checking if the metadata already exist in the tool. If everything is successful, 

then Harmonization tool publishes a new message in a Kafka topic in order to trigger the parsing and 

normalisation process of the dataset by one of the distributed File Parsers. 

It is worth mentioning here that the metadata for all the datasets that are used in the BigDataOcean 

pilots are generated by the Harmonisation Tool. The metadata contains essential information like 

identifier, subject, keyword and variables used in the dataset. Figure 2-5 presents the dataset metadata 

structure of the Harmonisation Tool. 
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Figure 2-5: Dataset metadata structure of the Harmonisation Tool 

The services that the Harmonisation Tool is offering to external tools can be accessed through two 

different APIs: 

1. A RESTful API: All API functions have restricted access and are secured with use of JSON 

Web Token10 (JWT). Complete documentation of the API can be found here: 

http://212.101.173.48:5000/api 

Search File Dataset 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/list (list all stored file datasets) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/info (get details about one file dataset) 

http://212.101.173.48:5000/api
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GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchTitle (get list of file datasets with similar title) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchDescription (get list of file datasets with similar 
description) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchSubject (get list of file datasets with similar subject) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchKeyword (get list of file datasets with similar keyword) 

Search File Dataset By Geographic and Time 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchGeoLocation (get list of file datasets with similar 
geographic location) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchGeoCoverage (get list of file datasets with similar 

geographic coverage) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchVerticalCoverage (get list of file datasets with similar 

vertical coverage) 

GET /api/v2/filedataset/searchTemporalCoverage (get list of file datasets with similar 

temporal coverage) 

Search Variable 

GET /api/v2/variable/list (list all variables about one file datasets) 

GET /api/v2/variable/search (get list of file datasets with similar canonical variable) 

Search Dataset 

GET /api/v2/dataset/list (list all stored datasets) 

GET /api/v2/dataset/info (get details about one dataset) 

GET /api/v2/dataset/listFileDatasets (list all stored file datasets about one dataset) 

GET /api/v2/dataset/listVariables (list all variables about one dataset) 

Other 

POST /auth (get JWT authorisation token) 

POST /api/v2/filedataset/insertAutomatic (insert file dataset metadata) 

Table 2-5: Harmonisation Tool API 

 

2. A SPARQL Endpoint: The BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool is also accessible via a SPARQL 

endpoint where SPARQL queries can posted following the SPARQL protocol. The main 

components are name, topics, and variables, can be collected as the results of evaluating 

queries over SPARQL endpoints. 
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Updates from previous version: 

 Adjustments and updates for more efficient metadata management. 

 Refinements for better performance. 

 

Performance indicators 

The BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool was tested to evaluate its performance when doing the four 

basic functions of persistent storage (CRUD). The tests were performed on a deployment consisting of 

10 virtual machines, each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 

The results show the average time in milliseconds of several execution times with different file datasets. 

The Harmonisation Tool was tested with diverse dataset pilots such as NetCDF files from Nester and 

HCMR, CSV files with AIS data from EXMILE and Excel files from FOINIKAS. 

Figure 2-6 presents the process of extracting information from the different files. As it is illustrated, 

suggesting metadata for NetCDF files from Nester and HMCR takes more time. The reason is that 

NetCDF files from Nester and HCMR include more detailed metadata than the other files. 

 

Figure 2-6: Time spent when suggesting metadata to a dataset file 

The case of insertion of new metadata is divided into five scenarios: 

1. New metadata created 

2. New metadata created and the metadata are saved in a profile 

3. New metadata created from an HDFS dataset file 

4. New metadata created from an HDFS dataset file and the metadata are saved in a profile 

5. Automatic insertion of metadata using Kafka connection 
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Figure 2-7 presents the automatic insertion which takes around 43 milliseconds. It is caused by the 

different processes that it needs to take in order to save the metadata in Harmonisation Tool. For the 

purpose of the test, all scenarios were executed for new metadata on NetCDF files from HCMR. 

 

Figure 2-7: Time spent when inserting dataset metadata 

Figure 2-8 presents the performance of the Harmonisation Tool when deleting a metadata dataset. It 

is evident that the process of deleting takes more time when the dataset has more than 15 variables. 

In order to delete one dataset metadata in the tool, the system needs to retrieve all blank nodes which 

are: the variables, temporal coverage, vertical coverage, geographic location from the metadata that is 

going to be deleted. Then, the Dataset Metadata triple store deletes all blank nodes first, and when the 

process finished, it deletes the rest of the nodes. 
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Figure 2-8: Time spent when deleting dataset metadata 

 

Table 2-6 presents the process of updating a dataset metadata from the Harmonisation Tool. In order 

to update the metadata, the Harmonisation Tool needs to delete the existing triples and insert the new 

triples with the new metadata. As displayed in the table, the deletion took 22 milliseconds and then the 

insertion took only 2 milliseconds, while the whole process in total took around 24 milliseconds. 

Update operations Time Spent 

Delete 22 ms 

Insert 2 ms 

Total 24 ms 

Table 2-6: Time spent when updating dataset metadata 

2.1.5 File Parser 

The File Parser is enabling the parsing and normalisation of the raw data sources, initially stored in the 

HDFS storage solution, in order to be stored in the Hive storage solution of the Big Data Storage. More 

specifically, the File Parser is receiving as input the semantically enriched data as provided by the 

Harmonisation Tool and extracts the information from these data sources in order to parse them and 

normalise them in accordance with the BigDataOcean Context Model. As such, the File Parser is 

responsible for preparing the incoming information according to the scheme defined in the Hive storage. 

The results of this process are afterwards stored in the Hive storage solution and are available for query 

execution and analysis. 

In the current version the File Parser received several updates and refinements in order to the 

incorporate the usage of Hive and Presto. For this reason, the File Parser’s workflow for storing the 
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parsed and normalised information has been redesigned and a new approach has been implemented 

in order to enable the effective and efficient storage of the produced information especially in case of 

large files. In addition to this, the File Parser received several optimisations in the parsing process of 

large NetCDF files in order to use a less memory-intensive way. Moreover, in the current version the 

parsing process for additional forecast types has been introduced towards the utilisation of the new 

schedulers that were introduced in the File Handler as described in section 2.1.2. 

The second core functionality of the File Parser the implementation of a distributed asynchronous 

parsing process that increases the performance and efficiency of the data ingestion service. More 

specifically, the File Parser supports the existence of multiple running instances according to the 

requirements of the updated data ingestion process. To achieve this, the File Parser has been integrated 

with Kafka so that all running instances are subscribed in the Kafka topic B and are informed as soon 

as a new dataset has been passed through the semantic enrichment process executed by the 

Harmonisation Tool and is ready to be parsed. For every new post that is created on the Kafka topic 

one of the currently running instances of the File Parser undertakes the execution of the parsing process 

of the new dataset. The distributed asynchronous parsing process eliminates the bottleneck that existed 

in the previous version as the parallel execution of the time-consuming parsing process supports the 

parallel parsing of multiple dataset leveraging from the computational resources available in the 

BigDataOcean infrastructure.  

The services of the File Parser are used internally in the data ingestion service and are not exposed to 

the users of the platform. As such, the File Parser is designed to subscribe to the corresponding Kafka 

topic once instantiated and wait for a new message from this topic in order to initiate the parsing and 

normalisation process. 

Updates from previous version: 

 Updates and refinements in order to integrate File Parser with Hive and Presto. 

 Better handling for storing the produced information from large files. 

 Optimisation of the parsing process for large NetCDF files using a less memory-intensive 

way. 

 The parsing process supports new additional forecast types. 

 

Performance Indicators 

The main functionalities of the File Parser include the parsing and normalisation of the extracted 

information from the raw datasets and the parallel execution of this parsing and normalisation process 

with the integration with Kafka with the incorporation of a design enabling multiple running instances. 

With regard to the parsing and normalisation process one key parameter that is heavily related to the 

performance of the File Parser is the file type. The parsing of NetCDF files are more computationally 

intensive and time-consuming than CSV file. In addition to the file type, the performance of the File 

Parser is affected by the structure of the information utilised in the various file types, as well as the file 

size. The required execution time for the parsing of the NetCDF files is more computationally intensive 

and time-consuming, as the information is structured in multi-dimensional tables and it is increasing as 

the number of dimensions of the tables containing the information increases. For the case of CSV file, 

where the structure of the information is less complex the required execution time decreases. 
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In the current version the parsing process received several updates related to the performance of the 

process. With the redesign of the parsing process that is executed by each running instance of the File 

Parser, memory consumption has been decreased and the required time of completion has been also 

decreased using different techniques, such as the smart caching of a portion of the data in memory. 

Besides the improvements in the process that is executed on each running instance, the overall 

performance of the parsing and normalisation process of the BigDataOcean platform is increased with 

the introduction for multiple running instances of the File Parser. With this approach, multiple datasets 

can be processed in parallel, one dataset per instance, and the overall throughput of the process is 

multiplied by the number of instances and as a result the bottleneck of the sequential processing of 

one dataset at a time has been resolved.  

In Table 2-7 some indicative execution times are documented based on the observed execution results 

of the parsing process on a running instance with different file types with different file size. The 

execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, each one 

equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs.  

Performed action Related Dataset(s) Size 
Number of 

rows 

Execution Time 

(seconds) 

Parse Ocean 

Forecast 
HCMR 195 MB 24204960 rows 600 

Parse BioData MARETEC 525 MB 9956250 rows 990 

Parse Copernicus 

In-Situ 
Copernicus 1 MB 1000 rows 2 

Parse Weather data OpenWeatherMap 200 KB 200 rows 1 

Parse Biochemistry 

Forecast 
Copernicus 414 MB 12924000 rows 420 

Parse Waves 

Forecast 
Copernicus 15 MB 2419296 rows 40 

Parse Meteo 

Forecast 
HCMR 574 MB 7172424 rows 120 

Parse Physics 

Forecast 
Copernicus 1.6 GB 

211610880 

rows 
4200 

Table 2-7: File Parser performance indicators 

2.2 Query Execution 

All the services provided by the BDO platform that are related to the data exploration and querying of 

the different datasets and variables are performed through the Query Designer component. The 

functionality of this application includes mainly, the expression and execution of both simple and 

complex queries that combine information from different datasets that are available at the platform’s 

storage and also the offering of some basic information about that stored datasets and variables. 
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The execution of a query is triggered by an HTTP request that is created through the front-end 

environments of the platform. The request contains all the information that is required for the execution, 

mainly, the user that created the request, the primary key of the query to be executed, or a 

representation of it in a proper JSON format. With this information a new Query instance is created. 

All the actions that a user performs through the data exploration environment result in the creation of 

a JSON document, which constitutes a high-level description of the constructed query. The advantage 

of this approach is that the query construction is totally agnostic of the underlying technology used for 

the data storage and the same query can be easily transformed into the one required by each storage 

solution. This JSON document describes: 

• The datasets that are going to be accessed. 

• The variables of the different datasets that are queried. 

• The possible joins between these datasets and variables. 

• The orderings to be performed. 

• The possible groupings and the use of aggregation function. 

• The defined filters and the logical expressions between them. 

An example of a query JSON document is the following: 

{ 

   'distinct': False, 

   'orderings': ['i0_time'], 

   'from': [{ 

      'type': 1, 

      'name': 'sea_floor_potential_temperature', 

      'select': [{ 

         'name': u 'i0_sea_floor_potential_temperature', 

         'title': u 'Sea floor potential temperature', 

         'aggregate':  'AVG', 

         'exclude': False, 

         'groupBy': False 

       }, { 

         'name': 'i0_time', 

         'title': 'time', 

         'aggregate':  '', 

         'exclude': False, 

         'groupBy': True 

       }, { 

         'name': 'i0_latitude', 

         'title': 'Latitude', 

         'aggregate':  '', 

         'exclude': False, 

         'groupBy': True 

       }, { 
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         'name': 'i0_longitude', 

         'title': 'Longitude', 

         'aggregate':  '', 

         'exclude': False, 

         'groupBy': True 

       }], 

   'filters': { 

      'a': 'i0_time', 

      'b': '2017-06-01T00:00:00', 

      'op': 'EQ' 

   } 

} 

Using the query description provided from the JSON document, a query processor is selected to 

interpret the query into the format required from the storage engine. In the current state of the 

platform, the JSON is parsed and transformed into a raw SQL query, using the proper tables, columns, 

filters and other options. 

Before the execution of the query, the access of the user to the queried datasets is examined. If the 

user that made the request owns the datasets or if the access is granted to them by the dataset owner, 

then the process is allowed to continue. Otherwise, the execution is not performed and an error 

response is returned. 

After a successful data-access check, a new connection is established with the storage engine, the 

query is sent for execution and the results are obtained. The results that are retrieved are then returned 

as a JSON Response to the initial request. Apart from the data results, some additional information is 

returned in the form of headers in the returned JSON. This information includes the columns in the 

order that are returned, the units of measurement and the runtime in milliseconds. 

An example of a returned JSON Response is the following: 

{ 

   'headers': { 

      'columns': [{ 

          'name': u 'i0_value', 

          'title': u 'Value', 

          'unit': u 'degc', 

         }, { 

          'name': u 'i0_time', 

          'title': u 'time', 

          'unit': u 'days since 1970-01-01 0:0:0', 

         }, { 

          'name': u 'i0_location_latitude', 

          'title': u 'Location (latitude)', 

          'unit': u 'degrees_north', 
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         }, { 

          'name': u 'i0_location_longitude', 

          'title': u 'Location (longitude)', 

          'unit': u 'degrees_east', 

         }], 

      'runtime_msec': 575.9999752044678, 

      'pages': { 

         'current': 1, 

         'total': 15912L 

      }, 

   }, 

   'results': [[22.9192, datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('18.9375')], 
[22.6725, datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.0')], [22.5578, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.0625')], [22.5088, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.125')], [22.4483, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.1875')], [22.3989, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.25')], [22.4135, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.3125'), Decimal('19.3125')], [22.7112, 
datetime.datetime(2017, 6, 1, 0, 0), Decimal('1.4721'), Decimal('30.375'), Decimal('18.8125')] …….. ] 

} 

Apart from the query execution, the users also have the ability to save the queries they create, in order 

to use them in the future for the creation of visualisations, dashboards and the performance of analytics. 

Performance improvements 

In order to further increase the performance of the querying processes, several optimisations for the 

query execution were introduced: 

• By utilising the available metadata for the stored datasets and their variables, a new logic was 

added to the platform to allow the execution of join queries only between datasets with 

common variables to be joined on, which also present common ranges of values between these 

variables. For example, in the case of two datasets that it is attempted to be joined on the 

latitude and longitude fields, the platform first checks at the metadata of these fields the 

geographical areas that they cover and only if there is an intersection, the execution is allowed. 

Otherwise, the query is not executed. This results in avoiding the execution of time-consuming 

queries that will eventually bring back no results. 

• As it is described, the join operations on different datasets are maybe the most demanding 

tasks for the query execution. For this reason, a new approach has been introduced. 

Specifically, for datasets that are commonly used together we created de-normalised, pre-

joined views for these datasets that are queried instead of the original datasets.  By redirecting 

the query execution to these pre-joined views of the datasets, the performance of join 

operations at query time has been improved significantly.  

• A new solution that acts as the main data warehouse of the platform has been implemented, 

in order to increase the performance and avoid bottlenecks. In this solution, the different 

datasets are stored as files of the Apache ORC format. Apache ORC is a columnar storage 

format, very often used in the Hive ecosystem. It is very efficient in terms of space and also it 

offers very fast reading operations, in comparison with other file formats. On top of these ORC 
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files, Apache Hive is used as the main data warehouse. Hive enables the distributed execution 

of SQL-like queries over the stored files, taking also advantage of what ORC format offers. 

• In order to perform SQL queries to the new data warehouse, the Presto query engine for big 

data has been utilised. Presto combined with Hive and ORC format triggered a tremendous 

improvement in response time for queries in huge datasets. 

Performance consideration  

The performance of the query execution plays a crucial role almost in every aspect of the platform. The 

execution of low-latency queries will result in faster exploration of datasets, creation of visualisations, 

of dashboards and execution of services. However, there are multiple and different parameters that 

play major roles and significantly affect the performance of the querying processes, which are related 

both to the nature of the query that is executed and the technological solution used. Such parameters 

are the following: 

• The size of the datasets that are queried. 

• The number of rows that are requested. 

• The use of “group by” clauses and aggregation functions, which may result in traversing the 

whole dataset. 

• The use of sorting clauses that add extra complexity to the query. 

• The definition of filters that may either limit the result set or cause an exhaust search in the 

datasets. 

• The “join” operations between datasets. Apart from being maybe the heaviest task to be 

performed during the query execution, especially for very large datasets, it may also result in 

traversing the whole Cartesian product of them, in the case of fields that do not match (i.e. 

datasets that cover different geographical areas or time periods). 

As it is understood, there is a great variety of possible different queries that can be designed and there 

is not one approach that can provide an overall ideal solution. The goal of the platform is to optimise 

the most common/ useful operations and queries performed on the datasets, provide a good 

performance for the different tools and optimise the query execution for the pilot services. 

At Table 2-8 there is a set of query execution times measured when exploring datasets through the 

Query Designer environment with the old approach (with PostgreSQL storage solution) and after the 

improvements that were introduced. The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment 

consisting of 10 Virtual Machines, each one equipped with 4 VCPUs and 16 GBs of RAM. Various types 

of queries where used, including filtering, ordering, grouping and join, for different datasets of the 

platform like the EXMILE AIS (241 million rows in PostgreSQL, 530 million rows in Presto), Maretec 

Waves Forecast (11 million rows in PostgreSQL, 32 million in presto), Med Sea NRT Profile Observations 

(110 thousand rows), Med Sea NRT in situ Observations (580 thousand rows), NRT Sentinel-3A Global 

Ocean Along track significant wave height L3 product (12 million rows in PostgreSQL, 90 million rows 

in Presto). 

Query Type Queried Dataset(s) 

Execution 

Time 
(PostgreSQL) 

Execution 
Time 

(Presto, 

Hive, ORC) 

Simple Select (PostgreSQL: 
 Limit 50 results 

Presto: Limit 500 RESULTS) 

EXMILE AIS 2’’ 2” 
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Select with spatial filters EXMILE AIS 2’’ 2” 

Select with variable filters EXMILE AIS 5’’ 3” 

Select with group by platform_id EXMILE AIS 18’’ 8” 

Select count rows EXMILE_AIS 200” 3” 

Simple Select Nester Maretec 1’’ 1” 

Select with spatial filters Nester Maretec 2’’ 2” 

Select with spatial and temporal 
filters 

Nester Maretec 4’’ 2” 

Select with spatial and variable 

filters 
Nester Maretec 2’’ 2” 

Select with ascendant ordering on 

time 
Nester Maretec 2’’ 2” 

Select with descendant ordering on 
latitude 

Nester Maretec 2’’ 2” 

Select with ascendant orderings on 

latitude and longitude 
Nester Maretec 25’’ 4” 

Select with spatial and temporal 

resolutions 
Nester Maretec 30’’ 4” 

Select count rows Nester Maretec 40” 2” 

Select with spatial resolution 
Copernicus Wave 

Forecast 
15’’ 35” 

Join on latitude, longitude and 

time, with spatial and temporal 
resolutions. (without using pre-

joined views) 

Med Sea NRT Profile 

Observations - Med 
Sea NRT in situ 

Observations 

- 7’ 

Join on latitude, longitude and 
time, with spatial and temporal 

resolutions. (using pre-joined 

views) 

Med Sea NRT Profile 
Observations - Med 

Sea NRT in situ 

Observations 

- 2’ 

Table 2-8: Query Execution performance indicators 

2.3 Service Execution and Building 

The BigDataOcean platform offers the ability of executing advanced analytical services over big and 

diverse datasets coming from multiple sources. For this, it offers an execution endpoint for submitting 

a service in order to be executed, which is used by the related front-end environments. Custom 

parameter values defined by the end-user are included, giving thus the ability of personalising the 

service upon the user’s needs, towards the extraction of valuable results. The service execution service 

is handled by the Service Builder component. 

The service execution process utilises the Apache Spark 2.211 as the Big Data processing framework 

and all the services are written, mainly using the Python or Scala API of Spark. The SparkSQL library is 

used for loading data into Dataframes and processing them and for the analytics part the MLib12 and 

                                                

11 Spark, https://spark.apache.org/ 

12 MLib, https://spark.apache.org/mllib/ 
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Weka13 libraries are utilised. The code of the different services is written and maintained in Apache 

Zeppelin14 Notebooks, which offers a REST API that offers many functionalities, such as the 

programmatic clone of a note, configuration and management of the code paragraphs 

programmatically. Moreover, in order to remotely execute Spark jobs on the computer cluster that runs 

Spark, Apache Livy 0.515 is used. Apache Livy is a tool that enables the easy interaction with a Spark 

cluster over a REST API. Through this, Spark jobs or snippets of Spark code can be submitted, 

synchronously or asynchronously, results from the execution can be retrieved and also it offers Spark 

Context management. Spark jobs can be submitted either for batch processing or through interactive 

sessions. 

 

Figure 2-9: Service Execution workflow 

The execution of a service is triggered by a HTTP request to the BDO platform that includes the type 

of the service to be executed and the required user arguments. Then, a new Service Instance is created 

which keeps all the information needed for the execution of the service. This information includes:  

• the user who made the request  

• its time of submission 

• the values for the different arguments in order to parameterise the service 

• the service id 

• the note that holds the code to be executed 

• its status (initialised, running, finished or aborted) 

• the Livy session of the remote execution 

• the calculated result 

• the visualisations that must be created using Spark Dataframes (if any). 

After the Service Instance creation, the Apache Zeppelin’s API is used, in order to generate a new note, 

same to the one that holds the code of the under-execution service. This new note is then configured 

based on the user input, again using the same API. The configuration is performed in two ways, by 

configuring the retrieval of the data to be used or by other parameters related to the algorithm of the 

service. The first type of configuration is made by changing the filters of the queries that are used to 

load data from the storage to Spark Dataframes, according to the user input. For example, a query 

having some filters that specify a geographical area or a time period for the used data is altered, in 

order its filters to match the parameters coming from the user about these variables. Then the Zeppelin 

paragraph that holds the query is updated, holding the proper query to be used. The second 

configuration type is performed by updating a python dictionary, which holds all the rest parameters of 

                                                

13 Weka, https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

14 Zeppelin, https://zeppelin.apache.org/ 

15 Livy, https://livy.incubator.apache.org/ 
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the service. The Zeppelin paragraph, again, that holds this python dictionary is updated, according to 

the user input. 

At this point, the final code is ready of execution. For this, a new Livy session is created and the service 

code is sequentially sent for execution to the Spark Cluster. Then, the respective analytical jobs are 

properly scheduled, distributed and executed. Once all the analytical processes are completed, the 

results are sent back to the Service Instance. 

The final step of the process is to provide the output to the user who made the request. The output is 

created using the interface code of the service, which is adjusted based on the execution results using 

the Django Template Engine. If the output requires visualisations from Spark Dataframe, the needed 

data are gathered from remote execution session and the visualisations are created. Finally, the output 

of the service is returned to the user who made the initial request. If, at any point, something fails, the 

service execution is aborted and an error response is returned to the user. 

Apart from the service execution, the BigDataOcean platform offers the ability to create new services 

through its environments. The service creation is mainly constituted by four parts, the queries to be 

used, the arguments exposed to the end-users, the service code and the service output. In more detail, 

the service creation starts with the creation of a new Service Object, which keeps all the information of 

the service, such its title, description, owner, if it is publicly available or not and more. Moreover, a new 

Zeppelin note is created, in order to keep the code of the service. Following the user actions at the 

platform, the selected queries that will be used in the context of the service are stored. Then, the filters 

of these queries are made available to the user, in order to choose them and be exposed at the service 

configuration page. The user can also choose to create arguments that can be used to parameterise 

the analysis of the service. All the arguments that are created are stored at the Service Object. Next, 

is the service code, where everything that the user writes is kept within the Zeppelin note. In addition, 

the service creator is provided with the ability to automatically load data into Spark Dataframes, using 

one of the selected queries. As regards the interface of the service, predefined templates are available 

to be automatically used and all the custom modifications made by the user is also stored. Custom 

visualisations can also be added, that either use queries or Dataframes from the code. In the case of 

Dataframes, the platform automatically creates code paragraphs that can collect the data of the 

Dataframe and send them to the visualisations. The platform also offers a preview of the created service 

and after all the information are ready, it saves the service and makes it available to the end-users. 

 

Performance indicators  

As concerns the performance of the service execution, it is a matter of multiple parameters that affect 

crucially the execution time, such as: 

• The size of the datasets that are accessed and size of the data that it’s required to be retrieved. 

Depending on the user selection during the configuration of a service, these may vary 

significantly. For example, if the service is executed on different geographical areas or for 

different time frames, some requests need quite bigger amount of data. 

• The technological solution used as a storage, since different tools have strong points, but also 

weaknesses that depend on the type of query operation performed (i.e. join operations, 

grouping and using aggregation functions. 
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• The computational complexity of the analytical tasks that need to be performed for each 

different service. Depending on the type of operations that are applied, the algorithms and the 

amount of code that must be executed serially, the execution time varies. 

• The interaction that may be required with external systems also brings some additional delay. 

• The size and the technical characteristics of the computer cluster used to submit the Spark jobs 

and also the number of tasks running and the network traffic. 

• The Apache Livy needs some time to initialise the interactive sessions which can cause a major 

overhead. 

The performance of the service execution processes and its improvement is one of the main issues that 

are examined in the context of the platform and a set of measures is being tested to upgrade of the 

service execution process. These measures, along with some factors that affect the service execution 

are the following: 

• The improvement of the query process is affecting significantly the performance, since the time 

that is spent to load the data into Dataframes is a big portion of the total execution time. 

• Similarly to the previous point, for the cases where the pilot services require to combine two 

different datasets and then run the analytical tasks, these datasets can have been brought 

together previously and create a pre-joined format, in order to avoid the task of joining them 

during the service runtime. This approach is also being examined. 

• The creation of the service visualisations, both of these generated using a query and a Spark 

Dataframe, are improved since the data retrieval is faster. 

• In order to deal with the delay when initialising new Livy sessions to execute a service the 

following approach has been followed. New Livy sessions are being created periodically, even 

when no execution request is present. When a new execution request arrives, the platform 

checks whether a pre-created Livy session is available and if so, it is used to execute the Spark 

code. Otherwise, a new session is created synchronously. Though this approach much faster 

service execution is achieved. 

However, there are some overheads that add delays to the service execution and it is hard to be 

avoided. These overheads are related to the Apache Zeppelin notebook and its operations and also 

Spark, which requires some time to create its session.  

Table 2-9 contains some figures about the execution time for the current of the pilot services. It should 

be noted that as the pilot services evolved according to their implementation plan, the analysis executed 

is more complex involving the aggregation of multiple and larger datasets. The execution of the 

examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, each one equipped with 

16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 

Pilot Service Execution Time 

Vessel anomaly detection ~1.5’ 

Route anomaly detection ~1.5’ 

Fuel consumption reduction ~ 3’ 

Fault Prediction and proactive 

maintenance 
~ 2’ 
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Mare Protection Service 2’ 

Primary Wave Energy Assessment 50’’ 

Table 2-9: Service Execution performance indicators 

2.4 Visualisation Generation 

One important service of the BigDataOcean platform is the generation of different visualisations, based 

on the available data, or data generated by a pilot service. The visualisations are generated from the 

Visualiser component and they can be viewed at multiple areas within the platform, either when a user 

is exploring the available datasets, viewing a dashboard or executing a service. The visualisations are 

divided into three groups:  

• Chart visualisations: line charts, column charts, pie charts, histograms, time series charts 

• Map visualisations: plotlines, polygons, contours on map, heatmaps, markers on map 

• Miscellaneous visualisations: data tables, aggregate values  

Different software libraries are used, such as the AmCharts16, which is used for all the charts and Folium 

- Leaflet JS17, which are used for the map visualisations. 

Each visualisation type is described using a JSON document, which includes all the arguments and the 

parameters that are required by this particular type. One JSON document, as an example, can have the 

following format: 

{"arguments": 

    [{"name": "y_var",  

      "type": "COLUMN", 

      "title": "y_var", 

      "description": "Data on the vertical axis" 

    },  

    {"name": 

     "x_var", 

     "type": "COLUMN", 

     "title": "x_var", 

     "description": "Data on the horizontal axis" 

    }] 

} 

 

The visualisation generation service is triggered by an HTTP request that contains information like the 

visualisation type that must be created, all the necessary parameters for the configuration of the 

visualisation (which can differ in number and depend on the type of each visualisation) and information 

about the data that will be used, which can be either the id of an existing query or the name of Spark 

Dataframe, along with the Zeppelin note id where it is declared. 

                                                

16 https://www.amcharts.com/ 

17 https://python-visualization.github.io/folium/docs-v0.6.0/ 
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• In the first case of using a query to get the visualisation data, all the information regarding the 

selected query is collected and the JSON document that describes it is loaded. According to the 

parameters passed in the body of the request, the required data are loaded and processed 

properly, if needed, in order to be in the form required by each visualisation type. 

• In the second case of using a Spark Dataframe to get the data, the Zeppelin’s API is used, in 

order to create a new code paragraph to the respective note, which collects the values stored 

in the Dataframe. The collected values are then sent to the function that constructs the 

visualisation. 

In some cases, the data require some more processing before being considered ready to be visually 

represented. Some visualisations require aggregation functions to be applied on the data, while other 

need to sort the data according to a field (i.e. time). The map visualisations especially require the 

transformation of the collected data to GeoJSON format, in order to create the proper visualisation. 

Furthermore, some visualisations require some other processes to take place before being rendered, 

like the creation of a colour-map or legends. These actions differ between visualisations.  

The final data are sent to the respective libraries that create and render the visualisation, which is 

finally returned as a response to the initial request.  

The different visualisation types currently implemented on the platform along with the backend 

processes of each of them are described below: 

• Line chart, with multiple variables displayed at the same visualisation. The X-Axis and Y-Axis 

variables and the aggregate function are obtained from the parameters of the request. The 

selected query is executed retrieving the necessary data. The data have to be processed in 

order to be sorted by the Y-axis variable and aggregate the points that share the same value 

for this variable. Then, they are ready for the AmCharts Library and the visualisation is rendered 

to the user. In case of a Spark Dataframe similar logic is applied. 

• Column chart, with again multiple variables displayed side by side. Follows the same logic as 

the line chart. 

• Pie chart. The examined variable and the key variable for slicing the pie are obtained from the 

parameters of the request. The retrieved data are processed in order to create the groups of 

the pie chart (either using sum or count for aggregating the data of each group) and then they 

are ready for the AmCharts Library and the visualisation is rendered to the user.  

• Time series chart, showing one or more variables over time using the desired temporal 

resolution. The difference from line chart is that the X-Axis physical quantity is always time and 

the backend modifies the temporal resolution according to the value obtained from the 

parameters of the request.  

• Histogram of a single variable, with configurable number of bins created. The number of bins 

and the examined variable are obtained from the parameters of the request. The Presto takes 

over the bucketising process of the query’s data and the retrieved results are reshaped to the 

suitable AmCharts format. Finally, the visualisation is displayed. In case of a Spark Dataframe, 

Spark is responsible for grouping the data into bins. 

• Data table, which is a paginated table with the requested data. The table contains only the 

columns stated in the parameters of the request. The query is modified accordingly to bring all 

the requested data (same from the Spark Dataframe) and the result is shown. 
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• Aggregate value, with different aggregation functions available for usage. The selected variable 

and the aggregate function are retrieved from the request. The query is modified in a way that 

applies the aggregation on the chosen variable and it is executed returning the result that is 

rendered on the screen. 

• Contours on map. The examined variable, the colour resolution and the grid step are obtained 

from the request. Using grouping, rounding and ordering processing on the query results, the 

values of the requested variable are divided into a geographical grid, which is then transformed 

into a filled contour image, ready to be rendered on the screen. 

• Plotlines routes of vessels on a map. The platform id of the selected ship along with the number 

of points to be shown on the map are retrieved from the request. In the query an additional 

filter is applied, if needed, returning only the values of the chosen vessel. Grouping and ordering 

is applied in order to clean the plotline up. The data are re-shaped to the suitable Folium format 

and added to the map. 

• Polygons and Lines used to mark specific areas on a map. The number of points to be shown 

on the map and the colour are obtained from the request. From the query results, only 

information about the latitude and longitude is kept, which is converted into Folium-suitable 

format and the created lines and polygons are finally added to the map. 

• Markers - Vessel Course, with different colour scheme according to the specified variable 

showing the route of a vessel on map. Follows the same logic as the plotline visualisation. Its 

added value is the ability to measure a specific variable (regarding the chosen vessel) where 

the markers are placed. Also, the backend enables colouring markers differently according to 

a given status. 

• Markers on Grid, showing the value of a variable on several locations as data is divided into a 

geographical grid. The examined variable and aggregate function are fetched from the 

parameters of the request. The query results are grouped into the parts of a grid, applying the 

chosen aggregation. The result is the position of each marker on the grid carrying the value of 

the variable measured in the position they are placed. Folium adds the markers one by one on 

the map and the visualisation is displayed. 

• Heatmap that shows the intensity of a variable or the frequency of events on a map. The 

examined variable and the number of points to be shown on the map are retrieved from the 

request. The query is executed keeping only the necessary information. The returned data are 

normalised and fed to the heatmap generator of Folium (using different weights). Alternatively, 

if no variable is given, same-weight points are added to the heatmap (one for each record of 

data), showing the frequency of events on the map. 

When it comes to map visualisations, the creation of a multilayer visualisation is an available feature of 

the Visualiser. This allows putting several layers of visualisations on top of each other on the same 

map, instead of creating different maps for each visualisation. In detail, a request for a multilayer map 

visualisation is made to the Visualiser, containing all the necessary information and parameters for 

creating each layer of the multilayer visualisation, as well as the number of layers. The Visualiser 

receives the request and starts creating the layers of the requested visualisation one by one, adding 

them to a map. At first the map is empty. For each layer, the component calls a function for creating 

the requested visualisation and takes as an input all the necessary parameters (query ID or Spark 

Dataframe name along with the notebook ID, the visualisation ID, a layer ID, optionally the name of a 

file where data regarding the visualisation have been cached the first time it was created and all the 
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parameters used for the specific visualisation) and the map. Each visualisation type is created by a 

different function. Once again, the query is loaded, configured and executed, extracting all the 

requested data. (If a Spark Dataframe name is given, the data are extracted in a similar way.) The data 

are processed, taking suitable format for the requested visualisation. When the visualisation is 

completed, it is added to the map as a new layer. Along with each new layer that is created, a new file 

is also created, containing all the information of the created visualisation. If the exact same layer is to 

be reloaded by the Visualiser, the necessary information is extracted from the corresponding file, thus 

saving a lot of time compared to creating the layer from scratch. This is a very useful feature for other 

components, which use the Visualiser, such as the Dashboard Builder. (In that case, the user can 

dynamically add new layers to existing map visualisations. Instead of recreating the existing layers, the 

necessary information is found cached in files and the computation is limited to creating only the new 

layer.) The procedure is repeated several times for every layer described in the URL of the request and 

when all the layers have been added to the map, the visualisation is rendered to the user. 

Performance consideration  

The performance of the visualisation creation process depends mainly on two tasks, the data retrieval 

and the process of these data to be appropriate for the visualisation. 

Therefore, about the first task, every improvement on the performance of the query execution has a 

straight impact on the performance of the visualisation creation, too. As regards the case where the 

data are retrieved from Spark Dataframes, which is often the case for visualisations on the pilot services, 

the main issue is the need to collect the distributed data into a single point, in order to be sent to the 

visualisation. This task can’t be avoided and optimisations for this are examined in the code of each 

individual service. About the data processing task, effort is spent to be optimised by minimising the 

number of the required functions and the number of traversals needed at the whole list of data. 

Additionally, to improve the performance, cached visualisations have been created. Once a visualisation 

is created and after a while the same visualisation is requested again with the same configuration, then 

it is created using a cached version of it. More specifically, a visualisation may require a huge volume 

of data that need a lot of processing before having them ready to be used. If this visualisation is a layer 

of a multilayer entity that is dynamically created in the Dashboard Builder, there is no need to repeat 

the process of getting and processing the data multiple times when adding more layers, hence the final 

processed data are saved in a file the first time and are ready to be used when the request for the 

specific layer is made again. The same policy applies to every step of each visualisation that requires a 

lot of computing power by always keeping the derived result of each step saved to the same file. Thus, 

when the same layer is created all the necessary data are obtained from the file. 

At the following table the execution times that were measured for the creation of some visualisations 

from the BigDataOcean platform are presented. The visualisations where created using three different 

queries, a select query with two variables on the Nester Maretec dataset with approximately 22 million 

return rows (Q1), the same query with a filter on one of the variables that returns approximately 10 

million rows (Q2) and a single variable select from ANEK Epos History dataset with 3.5 million return 

rows (Q3). The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 Virtual 

Machines, each one equipped with 4 VCPUs and 16 GBs of RAM. 

Visualisation Type Query Generation Time 

Line chart (two variables through time) Q1 8’’ 
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Line chart (two variables through time) Q2 8’’ 

Time Series Chart (two variables, Month 

resolution) 
Q1 4’’ 

Time Series Chart (two variables, Month 

resolution) 
Q2 4’’ 

Column chart (two variables through time) Q1 7’’ 

Column chart (two variables through time) Q2 6’’ 

Aggregate value (average) Q1 3’’ 

Aggregate value (average) Q2 3’’ 

Histogram (10 bins) Q1 3’’ 

Histogram (10 bins) Q2 3’’ 

Data Table (all columns) Q1 2’’ 

Data Table (all columns) Q2 3’’ 

Markers – Vessel Course (100 markers) Q3 8” 

Markers – Vessel Course (500 markers) Q3 21” 

Plotline – Vessel Course (500 points) Q3 13’’ 

Plotline – Vessel Course (1000 points) Q3 22’’ 

Polygon – Line (10000 points) Q3 3” 

Polygon – Line (100000 points) Q3 9” 

Markers on Grid (200 markers) Q1 10” 

Markers on Grid (500 markers) Q1 19” 

Multilayer Visualisation: 

• Heatmap – 500 points 

• Markers on Grid – 200 markers 

Q1 13’’ 

Cached Multilayer Visualisation: 

• Heatmap – 500 points 

• Markers on Grid – 200 markers 

Q1 7’’ 

Table 2-10: Visualisation Generation performance indicators 

2.5 Dashboard Creation and Display 

One of the functionalities that BigDataOcean platform offers to its users is the ability to create 

customised dashboards/ reports that constitute of multiple components (widgets). These components 

can be either visualisations, or notes containing text, images, tables and more, which are displayed in 

a custom layout, decided by the user. While it is mainly considered a front-end tool, there is also a 
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back-end service that handles the processes of creating, editing and displaying a dashboard and they 

are offered by the Dashboard Builder component. 

In order to create and store a new dashboard, an HTTP request is made to the platform, containing all 

the information needed. Then, a new Dashboard Object is created and the request’s information are 

added. This information includes the user that creates it, its title and its privacy status (if it is a public 

dashboard that can be viewed by other users of the platform or a private one, visible only to its creator). 

Additional information about the different widgets are added, which are obtained in a JSON format from 

the initial request. In the case of a visualisation, the URL that creates it is added and in the case of 

note widgets, the plain HTML that is displayed is added. Information about the dashboard layout is also 

added, like the size of each widget, its position on the grid, along with its title. After all these data are 

added, the Dashboard object is stored and it available to be displayed at a later point.  

When a display request is received, the information about the requested dashboard is obtained from 

the database. Then, the page of the dashboard is created according to the information about the layout. 

The note widgets are created using the HTML that is stored, and the visualisation widgets are created 

by executing requests using the stored URLs, which call the visualisation creation services discussed 

previously. 

Also, the backend of the dashboard builder allows the editing of an existing dashboard combining the 

logic of the simple display and the creation of a dashboard. More specifically, all the information 

regarding the chosen dashboard is obtained from the database and all of its components are loaded 

and can be edited by the user. All the changes to the existing components and additions of new widgets 

can be saved to the dashboard by making an HTTP request. The necessary information regarding the 

new version of the Dashboard are updated in the existing Dashboard object, which can later be viewed 

if a display request is made. 

 

Performance consideration  

The performance of the dashboard creation and display is mainly related to the time that is required 

for the different visualisations to be displayed. The requests are made in parallel and as the performance 

of the visualisation process is improved, the dashboards of the platform are displayed faster. The 

creation of the layout and the note widgets do not add significant delays to this process. 

 

2.6 Access Control Service 

The BDO platform offers the functionality to store both open and private/ proprietary datasets and limit 

the access of the former only to authorised users. The same has to be also applied to the different 

services and dashboards of the platform, which can be private and be used/ displayed by certain users. 

This is performed through the access control service, provided by the Access Controller component. 

The authorised users, as defined in the BDO platform are the owners (creators) of each dataset/ 

dashboard/ service or other users which have got a valid access permission from the owner. Each 

access permission is valid for a certain period of time and it is associated to a specific resource and to 

a specific user.  
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The access control service is based on the Attribute-Based-Access-Control18 (ABAC) paradigm, which is 

a logical access control model, where access to objects is controlled by evaluating rules (policies) 

against the attributes of the entities (subject and object) actions and the environment relevant to a 

request. It is a very flexible and powerful model that enables fine-grained access control. 

The access control service is performed by tree main modules: 

• The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which acts as the endpoint that receives the access requests 

to the different resources. 

• The Policy Information Point (PIP), which retrieves the required attributes of the resources and 

the active policies. 

• The Policy Decision Point (PDP), which evaluates the access requests based on the resources’ 

attributes and the policies and produces a decision to grant or deny access. 

According to the ABAC, the aforementioned modules work together, in order to grant or deny access 

to a resource by evaluating a set of policies, according to a set of attributes.  

In the context of the BigDataOcean platform, the Resources to be accessed are the different datasets, 

dashboards and services of the platform. These Resources it is requested to be accessed by the platform 

users, who are the Subjects of the requests, in order to perform an Action, which can be to query or 

preview a dataset, display/ edit a dashboard or execute a service. Also, every request is made in a 

specific Context. Each of the Resources, Subjects, Actions and Contexts has some specific attributes. 

For example, the Resources have an owner, a visibility status (open/ private), the Subjects have and 

identifier, etc.  

On top of these attributes, a set of Policies are created that enable context-sensitive, dynamic security 

for the Resources. The concept of Policies is that they express complex Boolean rule-sets, which 

describe the conditions that should be met when evaluating a combination of attributes, in order to 

grant access to a Resource. 

The complete workflow of the access control service is the following: 

• The Policy Enforcement Point receives a request for accessing a resource. 

• The type of the request is examined and the suitable function of the Policy Decision Point is called 

to resolve the request. 

• The Policy Decision Point examines which resources are being requested and by whom and calls 

the Policy Information Point to get the required attributes and the policies for this kind of resource. 

• The Policy Information Point gathers all the information from the platform’s storage and the stored 

policies. 

• The Policy Decision Point evaluates the policies one-by-one, according to the received attributes. 

If a policy evaluation is successful the access is granted, otherwise, if none of the policy evaluations 

is successful, then the access is denied. 

• The Policy Enforcement Point receives the decision and grants or denies access accordingly. 

 

                                                

18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribute-based_access_control 
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3 BigDataOcean Front-End Services 

The current section of the document provides the latest information for the available frontend services 

and figures taken from the integrated BigDataOcean platform. Additionally, information will be 

presented for the services that are planned to be implemented until the next release as well as all the 

updates made on the platform since the previous version. 

3.1 Platform Services 

In the following figure, the overview of the implemented platform services is presented. 

 

Figure 3-1: Platform's services overview 

In overall, all the different environments and tools of the platform about dataset exploration, query 

execution and creation of visualisations, dashboards and analytics are implemented. The different 

software components are integrated and interact with each other. The focus has been on increasing 

their reliability, in order to avoid failures and errors, but also on improving their capabilities, like the 

creation of map visualisations with multiple different layers and their inclusion to a dashboard. 

Moreover, with the inclusion of several new datasets from different data sources through the respective 

data management modules, new environments for exploring/ searching these datasets have been 

developed, offering a high-level overview of what the platform contains in terms of data, along with 

more detailed information about the datasets, such as the publisher, the spatial/ temporal coverage 

and other metadata and also a snapshot of the raw data. Such information, along with search 

functionality are also available in the new data selection window in the Query Designer, so as to help 

the user explore the platform’s data more efficiently. 

3.2 Landing Page, Dataset Exploration & Metadata 

In order to access the different environments of the platform, a user must be logged in. After the login, 

the user is directed into the new home page of the platform (Figure 3-2). Here, there are several 

choices for the user. Specifically, the user can navigate to the BDO Datasets by using the search bar in 
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the centre of the page, use the Query Designer Tool using the “Explore and Create” link or see the 

available applications and dashboards by clicking on the corresponding link on the top left. 

 

Figure 3-2: Platform’s home page 

When using the search bar to navigate to the datasets, the user can see aggregated information for 

every one of them and use the filters on the left side of the page to find the datasets of his interest 

(Figure 3-3). The interface allows filtering by a dataset’s title, its variables, its publisher, its observation 

type and its license as well as its privacy status and whether it contains time or depth information. The 

user can also choose the category of the datasets he is interested in, to limit the results of his search 

or apply a sorting to them. All the datasets that are relevant to the user’s search are displayed on the 

screen carrying the most basic information about them such as: title, a short description, source, size, 

category and privacy status. 

 

Figure 3-3: Platform's dataset overview 
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The user can see more information about a dataset by clicking on it. The popup that appears contains 

more details regarding the chosen dataset (Figure 3-4). 

 

Figure 3-4: Dataset overview - View more popup 

Still, if the user wants to find out more about the dataset, the user can click on the “VIEW MORE” 

button. A new page has been created for each dataset containing detailed information about it along 

with a short preview of its data (5 rows from the database table). 

 

Figure 3-5: Dataset overview - View data sample 

Alternatively, the user can see all the available metadata of the dataset, such as the publisher, license, 

spatial/ temporal coverage, observation type and more (Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-6: Dataset overview - View dataset metadata 

 

Updates from previous version: 

 The landing page was modified completely to allow the user explore the different datasets 

that are available in the BigDataOcean platform and search over their titles and description. 

 Multiple different filters can also be applied in order for the user to find what he is looking 

for, including the publisher of the dataset, its category, license and more.  

 A small set of information regarding a chosen dataset can be displayed, without leaving the 

search environment.  

 For more detailed information. a dedicated page for each dataset was created containing 

detailed information about it, all its available metadata, along with a short preview of its raw 

data. 

 

3.3 User Profile 

At the right side of the navigation bar, the user can follow a link to view and edit his profile information 

(Figure 3-7). Also, the user can send feedback, and evaluate the platform using the “Feedback” link 

and “Please evaluate us” choice. 
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Figure 3-7: Profile link 

The basic information of the user’s profile is displayed here (Figure 3-8), with the option to edit it 

(Figure 3-9). At this page, the user can provide more information about his own profile, such as the 

organisation the user is associated with, the user’s business role and more. 

 

Figure 3-8: Profile info 
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Figure 3-9: Profile edit form 

Updates from previous version: 

No updates were introduced. 

 

3.4 Query Designer 

Through the query designer’s environment, the user can explore the available datasets of the platform 

(Figure 3-10). This environment is offered by the Query Designer component and utilises the Query 

Execution service (see section 2.2) for retrieving the stored data, the Visualisation Generation service 

(see section 2.4) to create visualisations using these data and the Access Control service (see section 

2.6) to resolve the access to each queried dataset. The user is provided with tools to create custom 
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queries, through an intuitive graphical interface, without writing any SQL, but at the same time, having 

rich expressive capabilities. The execution of the created queries is performed by utilising the back-end 

service of the query execution. At the beginning, the user is prompted to select a dataset to query, 

from the list of all available datasets shown in the second column of the following figure. 

 

Figure 3-10: Query designer’s environment 

If a user is looking for a particular dataset, he can use the “Search in title” filter of the first column of 

‘Select Data’ page. An example of this is shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 3-11: Use Title Filter to find a dataset 

Furthermore, the user can search datasets by variable or publisher using the related dropdown lists 

from the filters section. Additionally, the user can filter datasets with time or depth information using 

the related checkboxes. The figure below shows a case in which the user used some of these filters. 
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Figure 3-12: Use Variable Filter and Time Filter to find a dataset 

By clicking on a dataset, a list of its variables is displayed for the user to select from. The datasets that 

are displayed on the screen are the public ones, those that belong to the user and the ones he has 

been granted access to. Moreover, by clicking on the ‘Dimensions’ button, the dimensions of the dataset 

are displayed and by clicking on the “INFO” link, some extra information about the dataset, is displayed. 

The user can select one or more variables by clicking on them and add them to the query he is creating 

(Figure 3-13). 

 

Figure 3-13: Dataset and variable selection window 

The created query execution is triggered by clicking the “RUN” button. Then, according to the user 

selections in the Query Designer’s environment, a suitable JSON document that describes the query is 

generated. This JSON document is translated into the proper SQL query, which is executed by the back-

end service. After the execution, the raw result data are listed. On the left panel the user can see the 
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queried variables and on the right side the user can browse the data using the “NEXT” and “PREVIOUS” 

buttons (Figure 3-14). In the case of performing a query that combines variables from different 

datasets, there is a possibility that the two datasets do not match on their dimensions, like space and 

time. This may result in the very time-consuming process of examining the whole Cartesian product of 

the datasets. In order to avoid this, before the actual execution, an initial check is performed on the 

metadata of the datasets and the user is informed with a message about whether the query can be 

executed or not. 

 

Figure 3-14: Query results 

In the “CHART” tab of the right panel, there is a list of all the available visualisation types in the 

platform. The user can click on an item in order to see a form that guides him to configure as he desires 

the specific visualisation (i.e. select the axes variables), as displayed in Figure 3-15. 

 

Figure 3-15: Configuration of a visualisation 
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The user selection is then translated into a proper request to the platform. For the generation of the 

requested visualisation the respective back-end service related to the visualisations of the platform is 

called with that request. After a while, the final visualisation is created and displayed to the user, who 

can browse the values of the chart, annotate or download the visualisation as an image (Figure 3-16). 

The user can then either choose to replace the visualisation with a new one or add it into a new 

dashboard in order to create a report. 

 

Figure 3-16: Created visualisation 

At the main panel for the query configuration, the user can limit the requested data based on space 

and time. For this, the user is able to choose the geographical area of his query using a set of predefined 

options in a dropdown list, or manually adjust the minimum/ maximum values for latitude and longitude 

through four input fields (Figure 3-17). 

 

Figure 3-17: Spatial filtering 

Moreover, the spatial filtering can be performed using a map and manually selecting the desired area 

through a drag-and-drop boundary box. This tool has been changed since the last version, with a view 

to improving the user’s experience when selecting spatial coverage (Figure 3-18). 
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Figure 3-18: Spatial filtering using a map 

For temporal filtering, the desired time period of the query can be selected using a calendar-like 

datetime picker, which guides the user to select the starting/ ending date and time of the query (Figure 

3-19). 

 

Figure 3-19: Temporal filtering 

Custom filters to the different variables and dimensions of a query can also be defined by selecting the 

field/ column that will be filtered, the operand and the respective value (Figure 3-20). 
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Figure 3-20: Variable filtering 

The user can also choose to sort the query results based on a specific field/ column or define a group 

by statement (Figure 3-21). 

 

Figure 3-21: Ordering and group by operations 

 

For the harmonisation of the query data and in order to assist the combination of multiple datasets 

based on space and time, even if they have different spatial and temporal resolution, the user can 

select the desired resolution to be used for the query. For example, the user can either choose to group 

the results at minute or hour level and at a specific latitude and longitude degrees (Figure 3-22). 

 

 

Figure 3-22 Resolution filtering 
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The use of these fields is very important when trying to combine different datasets. Without the use of 

defined resolutions, the query that will be executed will try to find exact matches on the joined fields, 

like latitude, longitude and time. This can often lead to very time-demanding operations and can also 

result in failing to combine datasets that concern the same geographical area and time period, but do 

not have exact matches on their values about space and time. 

Updates from previous version: 

- A new dataset selection interface has been created, replacing the existing. The new interface 

allows searching a dataset using filtering by its title, its variables, its publisher and the nature 

of its data and offers a much more user-friendly experience for the user regarding the display 

of the information of each dataset (Variables, Dimensions and other metadata). 

- A new area select tool for selecting spatial coverage has been integrated. The new tool 

automatically updates the minimum/ maximum latitudes and longitudes inputs of the panel 

and is much more precise and operational. 

- Changes have been made to the configuration forms of the visualisations to improve the 

results of the requested visualisations. 

- Several back-end improvements have been implemented to enhance the tool’s performance 

and functionality. 

 

3.5 Dashboard Builder 

The Dashboard Builder is an environment offered by the Dashboard Builder component and utilises the 

Dashboard Creation and Display services (see section 2.5), the Visualisation Generation service (see 

section 2.4) and the Access Control service (see section 2.6). It provides the user the ability to create 

a custom dashboard/ report by adding multiple widgets with visualisations, images, tables and text into 

a single place, which can be accessed later by the specific user or others. The respective back-end 

services about the dashboard creation and the dashboard display, are utilised in order to support the 

user actions at the user interface. A dashboard can be either public or private. In the case of a private 

dashboard, access to view and edit it has only its owner (the user who built it) or any other logged-in 

user to which the owner has granted access. 

In order to add a visualisation widget into the dashboard, an interface like the one presented in the 

Query Designer is displayed, where the user is prompted to select the data (one of the already saved 

queries) that he wants to use for the visualisation, the visualisation type and provide the custom 

configuration. Then a proper request is created, which can be handled by the back-end service of the 

visualisation generation. The visualisation that is created is then presented to the user to preview it 

and add it to the dashboard (Figure 3-23). 
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Figure 3-23: Visualisation widget 

In addition, the user has the option to include in the dashboard custom notes, text, images, tables and 

other elements using a WYSIWYG editor (Figure 3-24). 

 

Figure 3-24: Note widget 

The backend service of the Visualiser that allows putting multiple layers on the same map (as mentioned 

in a previous chapter) is used by the front-end service of the Dashboard Builder for creating dynamically 

a multilayer map visualisation. The user can select data and create a map visualisation, save it as a 

layer by pressing a button (Figure 3-25) and then move on creating more layers by repeating the same 

steps. The preview allows the user to see all the layers on the same map, delete any of them if he 

doesn’t need it as well as hide or show them. Each layer can be created using a different query which 

makes this feature extremely useful and results in a meaningful multilayer representation (Figure 3-26) 

Once the creation of the multilayer visualisation is completed, it can be added to the dashboard.  
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Figure 3-25: Saving a layer 

 

 

Figure 3-26: Multilayer Visualisation (Heatmap/ Markers on Grid) 

After multiple widgets are included in the newly created dashboard, the user can resize each widget 

separately, change the layout and the position of each widget and also provide custom titles in the 

widget and the whole dashboard (Figure 3-27). 
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Figure 3-27: A newly created dashboard 

The following six figures present some of the different visualisation types that can be created through 

the BigDataOcean platform and added to a dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 3-28: Data table visualisation 

 

Figure 3-29: Map filled contour visualisation 
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Figure 3-30: Aggregate value visualisation 

 

 

Figure 3-31: Histogram visualisation 

 

 

Figure 3-32: 2D histogram visualisation 
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Figure 3-33: Points-on-map visualisation (Plotline) 

 

When the user is satisfied with the dashboard he created, he can save it by pressing the “Save 

Dashboard” button. A notification pops up on the top right of the screen verifying the dashboard has 

been stored and containing a link to view the saved dashboard (Figure 3-34). 

 

Figure 3-34: Saved Dashboard Notification 

By pressing on the link, the user can view the created dashboard and edit it if he wishes, by pressing 

the “Edit Dashboard” Button (Figure 3-35). The user is navigated to the Edit Dashboard interface, where 

he can edit the existing elements of the dashboard or add new widgets (Figure 3-36). 
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Figure 3-35: View Dashboard 

 

Figure 3-36: Edit Dashboard 

Updates from previous version: 

 The ability to dynamically place more than one visualisation on the same map, thus creating 

a multilayer visualisation. Though this is mainly based on the infrastructure of the Visualiser, 

the update in the Dashboard Builder regards the development of the interface that allows 

the user to add and delete layers from the same map. 

 Minor changes have been made to the configuration forms of the visualisations to improve 

the results of the requested visualisations. 

 The interface for editing an existing Dashboard. 

 

3.6 Service/ Analytics Builder 

The Advanced Service Builder is the environment that provides the functionality of creating a new 

service on top of the BigDataOcean platform. The back-end Service Building service (see section 2.3) 
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is utilised, in order to support the user actions at the user interface, along with the Visualisation 

Generation service (see section 2.4) to create custom visualisations. 

The first step of the service building process is the selection of the different queries that will be used 

in the context of the service. The user can select one of the already saved queries or create a new one 

through the Query Designer and then add it to the service. The selected queries are gathered in a table 

in the “queries” tab and can be later used for analysis or to create visualisations (Figure 3-37). 

 

 

Figure 3-37: Queries selection 

The second step is the definition of the arguments that will be exposed to the service end-user, in order 

to parameterise the service. The service arguments are divided into two categories. First, the filter 

arguments are arguments that are connected to the filters of the selected queries and can be 

parameterised by the user in order the queries to return different values based on the user input. The 

definition of a filter argument is made by selecting one of the available filters that are present in the 

selected queries and then, define the type of the argument (e.g. Integer), its name, its title which is 

the name of the argument that will be displayed to the end-user, the default value and a short 

description (Figure 3-38). 
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Figure 3-38: Service query argument creation 

The algorithm’s arguments are exposed to the end-user and their values can be obtained in the service 

code using a dictionary. This dictionary contains the values of all these arguments, which can be used 

in the code in order to customise the algorithm. A new algorithm argument can be created by providing 

its title, name, description, type and a default value (Figure 3-39). 

 

Figure 3-39: Service algorithm argument creation 

The two types of arguments are gathered in two respective tables, where the ability is given to the 

user to edit or delete them (Figure 3-40). 
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Figure 3-40: Service arguments exposure 

The third step of the service creation process is the creation of the service code. For this, an Apache 

Zeppelin Notebook is provided to the end-user, in order to write the custom code of the service (Figure 

3-41).  

 

Figure 3-41: Service code using Notebooks 
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At this tab, the platform gives to the service provider the ability to load data into a Spark Dataframe 

using one of the available queries and then use this Dataframe in the code (Figure 3-42). This assists 

the service provider, as the user does not have to deal with the data loading process and the user does 

not need to know the underlying data model. 

 

Figure 3-42: Query into a Spark Dataframe 

The final step is the definition of the service output. The output is the interface that will be displayed 

to the end-user when the user accesses the service. The output definition is performed by writing the 

required code (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript) of the interface. In order to support the service provider, 

the user has the option to load a predefined service template, which auto-fills the respective fields, 

which can then be tweaked (Figure 3-43).  

 

Figure 3-43: Service output 

The service builder also gives the ability to directly load a new visualisation into the service output. The 

visualisation can be generated using either data from a service query, or from a Dataframe that is 
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present at the service code. The user may select the visualisation type to be added, provide the required 

configuration, preview it and then, add it to the code of the service output (Figure 3-44). 

 

Figure 3-44: Adding a visualisation to the service output 

At the last tab, the newly created service can be previewed. The output has two sections, the 

configuration and the results. At the first section, a form is displayed that is dynamically generated from 

the already defined service arguments. Each input field of the form is adjusted according to the type 

of the respective argument (e.g. if the argument’s type is Date, a datetime picker is created to assist 

the end-user). By clicking the submit button the arguments are collected and the service code is 

executed according to the input. The results section contains all the output of the service and it is 

displayed after the execution and the included visualisations. Finally, the user can provide the required 

information and terms of the service (i.e. the title, price, etc.) and then publish it (Figure 3-45). 
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Figure 3-45: Service preview 

3.7 Applications and Dashboards 

All the available services and the created dashboards of the BigDataOcean platform are gathered in the 

“Applications & Dashboards” page. At this page the user can see some information and a short 

description for each service and the user can choose to view one of them. Four tabs are available that 

include the services and dashboards that are publicly available to all the platform users and the ones 

that are private and accessible only to the logged in user (Figure 3-46). The back-end service of Service 

Execution (see section 2.3) is called when an execution request is triggered. The Dashboard Display 

service (see section 2.5) is used when a dashboard is displayed, along with the Visualisation Generation 

service (see section 2.4). The BigDataOcean services can be either public or private. In the case of a 

private service, access to execute it has only its owner or any other logged-in user to which the owner 

has granted access. The access to the different services and dashboards is controlled by the Access 

Control service (see section 2.6). 
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Figure 3-46: Applications & Dashboards 

In the following paragraphs the services that are currently on the BigDataOcean platform and the ones 

that are hosted in partners’ platforms are presented. With respect to the Maritime Security and Anomaly 

Detection pilot services, a modified Lambda architecture shown in Figure 3-47 below has been followed.  

 

Figure 3-47: Modified Lambda architecture for the Maritime Security and Anomaly 

Detection services 

Based on this architecture the BigDataOcean platform hosts the first version of the Route Anomaly 

Detection service and the first version of the Vessel Anomaly Detection service. Those services perform 

batch analysis of historical data and extract port-to-port routes (i.e., Route Anomaly Detection service) 

and provide a proof-of-concept on analysing risks of vessels (i.e., Vessel Anomaly Detection service). 

These routes are provided to EXMILE’s infrastructure from BDO platform in order to accommodate real-

time analysis of vessel anomalies. Furthermore, historical data are sent from EXMILE back to the BDO 

platform. This process is performed at specific time intervals defined from the seasonality of the data, 

thus replacing previous processed routes with the new ones. 

The Route Anomaly Detection service hosted in BDO platform aims to illustrate, based on specific 

port-to-port route, the “safe” route between two ports and the route that different ships have followed, 

in order to detect an anomaly. At the beginning, the user is prompted to select a departure and a 

destination port. Then, the service will calculate the common, “safe” routes between the two ports. The 

“safe” routes are presented in the form of green circle markers on the map and the radius of each circle 

represents a confidence interval, which means that if a vessel that performs the specific port-to-port 

voyage falls inside the green circles, then it is not considered an anomaly, otherwise, it is. The vessels 
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that follow the specific route are also displayed with different colours and by clicking on a vessel’s 

marker the vessel’s ID is displayed (Figure 3-48). 

 

Figure 3-48: Route Anomaly Detection service 

The Vessel Anomaly Detection service hosted in BDO platform aims to identify anomalies that 

concern the “static” information of the vessels, like its flag code and the navigational status. The service 

receives from the user as input a geographical area, using a map that forms a boundary box and a time 

frame. Then, for each vessel that was present in this area, in the specific time frame its static 

information is collected and analysed. The output of the service is a set of possible anomalies, which 

are the number of vessels with black-listed flags, the number of vessels with unusually many flag 

changes, vessels that reported the navigational statuses of “Restricted Manoeuvrability” and “Not Under 

Command” and also vessels that either reported “Moored” status, while they had relatively high speed, 

or reported “Underway Using Engine”, while their speed was very small. For each type of anomaly, a 

map visualisation is created, with markers of the respective ships, where the user can click on a marker 

and get some information about the vessel (Figure 3-49). 
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Figure 3-49: Vessel Anomaly Detection service 

Real-time queries are performed on new data in EXMILE infrastructure. Following user suggestions and 

stakeholders’ interest, two services are hosted in the EXMILE infrastructure, namely Incidents per 

Vessel and Incidents per Area. Both services, highlighted in Figure 3-50, display real-time incidents 

as well as incidents detected over a 6-month time period. Four types of security incidents are considered 

in those services: 

• Route Deviation: In this event a vessel has travelled outside of the ‘port-to-port’ route. 

• Collision: In this event two or more vessels have been in proximity and their voyage trajectories 

indicated a potential collision 

• Grounding: The vessel has travelled in swallow sea (i.e. the sea depth was less than the ship’s 

draught) 

• AIS-switch off: This event captures gaps in the message reception frequency of the EXMILE 

receivers’ network which is not justified by the network’s coverage. 

EXMILE has deployed an in-house system to deal with real-time queries. The system includes an Apache 

Kafka distributed platform to which AIS messages are forwarded from the company’s station network. 

Then, those messages are processed and divided into multiple topics based on the nature of each AIS 

message (which is identified based on the message type), giving thus, separate topics for the position 

reports (i.e.  messages of type 1, 2 or 3), for the static and voyage related data (i.e., messages of type 

5), etc. These topics are consumed by another component responsible to perform distributed computing 

and identify the maritime security incident types mentioned afore. This component is based on Akka, a 

free open-source toolkit capable to build powerful, reactive and concurrent applications. It uses actors 

that evaluate whether the conditions that constitute a situation as “risky” exist, once a message is 

received. 
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Figure 3-50: Anomaly Detection services 

The first version of the Mare Protection service takes some input from the user and displays the 

evolution of an oil spill incident over time (Figure 3-51). First, the user has to configure the service by 

providing his input about different parameters of the service. The required inputs are the position of 

the oil spill by putting a marker on map, the date and time of the incident using a provided datetime 

picker widget, the volume of the spilled oil, its density, the length of the simulation in hours and a few 

more optional arguments that the user can provide if the values are known. 

After the submission of the user input, the service is run and the output is calculated. The output of 

the service is a visualisation that illustrates on a map the evolution of the oil spill over time. An additional 

layer is displayed on the map, which illustrates the protected areas (green polygons) nearby the oil 

spill. As the oil spill is shown to spread, the points that are found to be inside a protected area are 

coloured red to indicate the potential threat. Below, there are two tables that present some more 

detailed information to the experts about the oil spill (Figure 3-52). 
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Figure 3-51: Mare Protection service configuration 

 

 

Figure 3-52: Mare Protection service output 

 

The next pilot service is the Primary Energy Resource Assessment service, which allows users to 

verify the wave energetic potential in a single location. At first, the user has to select through a map 

the geographical area that the user wants to assess and a specific time frame (Figure 3-53). 
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Figure 3-53: Primary wave energy assessment service configuration 

The output of the service is a set of information and visualisations. The generated information is about 

the characteristics and the potential of the geographical area at the specific time frame, such as the 

maximum and average values of the wave height and period, the range of the wave power and the 

expected available energy. The visualisations illustrate the wave significant height and power over time 

and a histogram about the wave power (Figure 3-54). 
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Figure 3-54: Primary wave energy assessment service output 

The Fuel Consumption Reduction service for ANEK is an independent web application, residing 

outside of the BigDataOcean platform but utilising the datasets stored within the platform and the 

computational resources of the platform. Upon selecting the service the user is redirected to the web 

application which currently supports two distinct roles, the Data Scientist and the Business user. A user 

belonging under the former role group has the ability to conduct different experiments by fine-tuning 

a set of provided regression algorithms, selecting different variables each time, as well select different 

vessels and time coverage (Figure 3-55). The results of each experiment provide useful metrics such 

as R-Squared and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and a set of insightful visualisations, so as to assist 

the data scientist to choose the right model for the problem. Finally, the data scientist can deploy the 

most suitable model. 

 

Figure 3-55: Fuel Consumption Reduction service – Model definition 

The business user can create fuel consumption forecasts by just entering some simple information such 

as the vessel, the starting and destination port, vessel draft and finally the starting time of the trip. This 
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information is fed to the model that the data scientist created earlier and once the analysis is finished, 

a series of visualisations is displayed in order to help the decision maker to take all the actions necessary 

to reduce the fuel consumption to the degree possible (Figure 3-56, Figure 3-57). 

 

Figure 3-56: Fuel Consumption Reduction service – Forecasting (1) 

 

 

Figure 3-57: Fuel Consumption Reduction service – Forecasting (2) 

 

Finally, the Fault Prediction and proactive maintenance service for Foinikas is also an 

independent web application leveraging from the datasets stored within the platform and the 

computational resources of the platform. Unlike ANEK’s service, Foinikas’ service supports only one role 

targeting the business users/ decision makers. Through the application the user can select a specific 

vessel from the available fleet, for which the status is checked. Through a Heatmap the user can have 

a brief overview of the status of the vessel’s various components (Figure 3-58). The user is also able 
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to check the hierarchy of components which is divided into systems, sub-systems and components. On 

a sub-system level, the user can check the predictive diagnostics of components in an aggregated 

heatmap (Figure 3-59).  

 

Figure 3-58: Fault Prediction and proactive maintenance – Vessel overview 

 

 

Figure 3-59: Fault Prediction and proactive maintenance - Components 

Finally, the application provides information on predictive diagnostics where the user can check again 

on a sub-system level the failure probability of the various components within the next 6 months. Upon 

selecting a specific component, a dashboard is provided to the user providing additional information for 

the failure probability of the components (Figure 3-60). An important thing to note is that the user does 

not define or run any algorithms. The analysis is conducted in the background automatically every day 

or two and the user sees directly the results of the latest run. 
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Figure 3-60: Fault Prediction and proactive maintenance – Failure Probability 

Updates from previous version: 

- The latest versions of the pilot services contain several enhancements and optimisations in 

accordance with the implementation plan of each pilot. 

- The pilot services of EXMILE are following a modified Lambda architecture, in which the 

Route Anomaly Detection service and the Vessel Anomaly Detection service are conducting 

batch analysis of the historical data within the BDO platform and the real-time analysis of 

vessel anomalies is performed on EXMILE’s infrastructure based on the batch analysis 

results. 

- The pilot services of ANEK and FOINIKAS are independent web applications leveraging from 

the datasets stored within the platform and the computational resources of the platform. 

 

3.8 Data Upload 

The Data Upload is facilitating the uploading of a new dataset from a local file or downloading of a new 

dataset from a data source. More specifically, the user is able to select a local file from his local 

environment and upload it the platform or provide the relevant information in order the platform to 

download the pointed file. In both cases, the back-end File Handler service handles the request and 

the file is stored in the BigDataOcean HDFS file storage. Additionally, the user is able to select optionally 

a metadata profile from the list of available metadata profiles that will be applied in the automated 

metadata creation. The selection of the metadata profile will trigger the automated data ingestion 

mechanism described in the section 2.1 that will be executed asynchronously in the background. 
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Figure 3-61: Upload new dataset 

3.9 Upcoming Services 

This section of the BigDataOcean platform is about the requests that can be made from the platform 

users, in order to create new, on-demand services, add a new dataset or integrate a new data source 

that is not included currently in the platform. 

At this page the user can browse all the requests that have been created in the platform. The requests 

can be either open or solved. In addition, the user can search for a request using keywords, create a 

new one or view an already created request (Figure 3-62). 
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Figure 3-62: Service and dataset requests page 

The creation of a new request is made by providing the required information displayed in the above 

figure. The user may provide a title for the request, a text that describes better what the user wants 

to be added to the platform, some keywords to assist the searching in order for the request to be 

properly found and a pricing scheme for the implementation of the request (Figure 3-63). 

 

 

 

Figure 3-63: New request form 
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After the creation of a request or when a user chooses to view a specific request, the above page is 

displayed. The information and the description of the request is presented, the user can up-vote for it 

if he finds it useful and also leave a comment on the discussion section or even make an offer to fulfil 

the request (Figure 3-64). 

 

Figure 3-64: Request information and discussion page 

Updates from previous version: 

No updates were introduced. 
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4 BigDataOcean Integration Plan 

The BigDataOcean platform architecture is based on components with well-defined scope and roles 

towards the implementation of an innovative software platform that will enable the effortless 

consumption of maritime (big) data. To achieve this, it is very crucial that a concrete and solid 

development approach will be followed during the whole development process. The cornerstone of this 

approach is the identification of the interactions and dependencies between the various components 

and the proper handling of these dependencies through the formulation of the integration plan that will 

guarantee the smooth platform integration. 

The objective of the integration plan is to define how and when the software components of the 

BigDataOcean will be integrated and verified. Within the integration plan, the first step is to define the 

integration strategy. The integration strategy provides the development team of BigDataOcean the 

means to plan and organise the required activities that will ensure the smooth integration and 

verification process. The execution and monitoring of this process is facilitated with a list of tools and 

techniques whose offerings are explored during the integration process. The second step, once the 

integration strategy has been defined, is the definition of the integration roadmap. The integration 

roadmap documents the list of actions that will performed towards the successful integration of the 

BigDataOcean components based on the integration strategy in a chronological order. 

In deliverable D5.3, the integration and verification processes that will be followed during the 

development phase of the BigDataOcean platform were documented. In addition to this, a concrete 

integration strategy was formulated, describing in detail the execution steps of each integration process 

cycle. Finally, the integration roadmap for the activities till M18, when the BigDataOcean Platform 

Release 2.00 (corresponding to D5.4) was released, was presented.  

For the activities from M19 till M30 when the final release of the BigDataOcean platform will be released, 

corresponding to deliverable D5.6, the same approach will be followed with minor adjustments and 

modifications depending on the needs of the project. In the following paragraphs, this approach is 

described containing the necessary adjustments for the period from M19 to M30. It should be noted 

that for coherency reasons, the current document contains also information included in the revised 

deliverable D5.3, indicating the updates, if any, from the previous version on each section. 

4.1 Integration Strategy  

The development of the BigDataOcean platform is following an incremental approach which facilitates 

the design and planning of the platform’s functionalities through an iterative process. This scope of 

each iteration is two-fold: a) to enhance the offering of the platform with the introduction of new 

functionalities and features that will be evaluated by the end-users, and b) to capitalise on the feedback 

received from the previous iteration in order provide the necessary updates and refinements on the 

offered functionalities and features. As such, each iteration is focused on fixing and addressing the 

issues of the previous iteration, but at the same time on extending the list of offerings of the platform 

with new functionalities.  

According to the release plan of the BigDataOcean platform, four major releases will be offered on 

months 14th, 18th, 24th and 30th of the project’s duration. These four major releases were grouped into 

two conceptual phases of development of the platform. The first phase included the first two releases, 

namely BigDataOcean Platform Release 1.00 that was delivered in month 14th and the BigDataOcean 
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Platform Release 2.00 that was delivered in month 18th of the project. Within this first phase, the 

development team focused on providing the core functionalities of the platform towards the aim of 

addressing the identified stakeholders needs and receiving the feedback from the early evaluation that 

will drive the development activities of the second phase. The second phase includes BigDataOcean 

Platform Release 3.00 that is delivered with this deliverable and the BigDataOcean Platform Final 

Release that will be delivered in month 30th of the project. This phase capitalises on the feedback 

received from the early releases of the platform from the first phase in order to further improve the 

offerings of the platform.  

As described also in deliverable D5.3, for each release an integration cycle containing multiple steps 

will be followed. For the second phase and based on the feedback received during the first conceptual 

phase, the steps of this integration cycle have been slightly modified and are as follows: 

• The components of the architecture of the platform receive the necessary adjustments and 

optimisations depending on the feedback received in order to facilitate the updated 

implementation of the required functionalities. 

• The revised dependencies between the components are identified based on the new design of 

the components. 

• The integration points that are addressing all dependencies are defined. These integration 

points refer to functionalities that each component will expose to the rest of the components 

via external interfaces that will be implemented. 

• The integration plan is defined based on the list of components to be integrated, the identified 

dependencies and the list of integration points, containing intermediate releases of the 

components towards the aim of scheduling the next release of the platform. 

 

Figure 4-1: Updated Integration Process cycles 

 

In the context of each integration cycle the following steps are performed: 
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• Implementation of the component: In this step the responsible partner performs all the 

development activities required for the successful updated implementation of the component. 

At this phase, the implementation is driven by the updated design and functionalities that are 

documented in the outcomes of WP4. The updated design and functionalities incorporate all 

the refinements and optimisations based on the feedback received. As part of this step, for 

each component the revised dependencies have been successfully identified and documented 

in section 4.3 with the aim of facilitating the implementation activities. At this phase, each 

component is developed and tested (via the appropriate unit tests) locally by the responsible 

partner before it is released to the rest of the partners and can be included in the integration 

process. 

• Component integration: Once all components are released, the integration tests as provided 

by the components’ developers will be executed. The purpose of the integration tests is to 

identify the defects or bugs in the interaction of the components. If the integration tests fail 

then the author of the integration test will identify the component responsible for resolving the 

defect or bug and open a new issue on the issue tracker of GitLab. If the integrations tests are 

successful the component will be ready to be packaged and be used in the next step, the 

system integration. GitLab CI is able to automatically package the component depending on 

the configuration provided in the building tool of the component. 

• System integration: In this step all the components delivered successfully in the previous 

steps are deployed on the BigDataOcean infrastructure. Once all components are deployed, the 

BigDataOcean platform is available for testing as a whole (system testing). Once all 

functionalities of the platform are verified by the partners, the version is ready to be released. 

4.2 Tools and Techniques  

At the early stages of the development process of the platform the consortium identified that the 

success of a smooth integration process is dependent also on the selection and usage of a list of tools 

and the techniques applied through these tools. These tools and techniques are not only safeguarding 

and facilitating the execution of the integration process during its whole lifecycle, but also facilitate the 

realisation of the integration strategy as defined in the previous section. 

In deliverable D5.3 these tools and techniques were presented. They were selected based on the level 

of maturity and based on the benefits that will provide in the integration process of the platform. 

Although these tools and techniques have not changed during the second conceptual phase of the 

development of the platform, they are shortly presented for coherency reasons below. 

In a nutshell, the smooth integration process is guaranteed by the executions of the following steps: 

a) For the source code versioning and management Git software is used. Git is currently the most 

widely used modern version control system designed with performance, security and flexibility 

in mind. Through its distributed architecture and the support for versioned and distributed 

development different version of the platform, such as the stable and under development 

versions, can be easily maintained and managed. For the purpose of BigDataOcean project, 

the consortium agreed on using GitLab, which is an online Git repository manager and for this 

reason a GitLab private named BigDataOcean has been created and can be accessed in the 

following URL: https://gitlab.com/bigdataocean 

https://gitlab.com/bigdataocean
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NOTE: To access the project’s private source code repository please contact the consortium 

and an account will be provided 

b) For the automated building of the components well-established tools such as Maven tool are 

utilised towards the solid software project management, dependencies handling and proper 

reporting. Such tools facilitate the building process, support the maintenance of a uniform build 

system and enable the quality management of the project. 

c) For the source code and integration quality assurance powerful testing frameworks such as 

TestNG and unittest are utilised depending on the programming language used for the 

development of the components. Unit tests are developed towards the aim of guaranteeing the 

quality of all components of the platform. 

d) The issue tracking of the BigDataOcean project is performed via the GitLab Issues functionality 

which enables tracking issues, interlinking between issues and the source code maintained in 

GitLab. Additionally, the issues are organised by custom labels created facilitating the 

monitoring and overview of the progress during the development lifecycle. 

e) Continuous integration is realised via GitLab CI server offered by GitLab where for each 

automated build the corresponding tests are executed towards the aim of identifying the 

integration problem immediately and providing cohesive software. 

For a more comprehensive and detailed description concerning the tools and techniques utilised in the 

integration process of the BigDataOcean platform please refer to Section 4.3 of the revised deliverable 

D5.3. 

4.3 Integration Roadmap  

The integration roadmap contains the list of actions to be performed toward the safeguarding of the 

smooth system integration. More specifically, the integration roadmap contains the release plan of each 

component of the platform that is developed under the scope of WP5.  

For the development of the BigDataOcean platform an incremental approach has been adopted and the 

development period is divided into two conceptual phases, as described in section 4.1. The integration 

roadmap for the first phase that included the activities till M18 was presented in the deliverable D5.3. 

In this section, the integration plan for the second conceptual phase, lasting from M19 and ending at 

month 30, that includes the BigDataOcean Platform Release 3.00 that is delivered with this deliverable 

and the BigDataOcean Final Release that will be released with deliverable D5.6, is presented. 

The integration strategy that was described in section 4.1, contains several steps. The first step is the 

updated implementation of software components of the BigDataOcean platform architecture that will 

be integrated on each release of the platform. The second step is the identification of the dependencies 

between the software components. The simple rule that was utilised in the integration plan of the first 

conceptual phase is followed in order to the identify the dependencies. As per this rule, a software 

component is depending on another software component if the functionalities or services that are 

provided by this second software component, usually through interfaces, are used/ required by the first 

component. 

Table 4-1 contains the identified dependencies between the updated components of the BigDataOcean 

platform. In this table each component is presented on both rows and columns. In the rows the 

component is using/ requiring the component on the column representing the dependency between 

the two components. 
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Anonymiser             

Cleanser             

Vocabulary Repository             

Harmonisation Tool             

Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

            

File Handler             

File Parser             

Query Designer19             

Service Builder
19

             

Visualiser
19

             

Access Controller             

Dashboard Builder
19

             

Table 4-1: Components dependencies 

As displayed also in the table above this is the list of identified dependencies between the components: 

• The Anonymiser does not have any identified dependency with the rest of the components. 

• The Cleanser does not have any identified dependency with the rest of the components. 

• The Vocabulary Repository does not have any identified dependency with the rest of the 

components. 

• The Harmonisation Tool has dependencies with the Vocabulary Repository, the Big Data 

Framework and Storage, the File Handler and the File Parser. 

• The Big Data Framework and Storage does not have any identified dependency with the rest 

of the components. 

• The File Handler has dependencies with the Harmonisation Tool, the Big Data Framework and 

Storage and the File Parser. 

• The File Parser has dependencies with the Harmonisation Tool, the Big Data Framework and 

Storage and the File Handler. 

• The Query Designer has dependencies with the Harmonisation Tool, the Big Data Framework 

and Storage, the File Handler, the Visualiser, the Access Controller and the Dashboard Builder. 

                                                

19 These components contain both backend and frontend services as per the descriptions in Section 2 

and Section 3. Therefore, dependencies for both services are identified in the table. 
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• The Service Builder has the Big Data Framework, the Query Designer, the Visualiser, the Access 

Controller and the Dashboard Builder. 

• The Visualiser has dependencies with the Access Controller and the Dashboard Builder. 

• The Access Controller has dependencies with the Big Data Framework and Storage. 

• The Dashboard Builder has dependencies with the Big Data Framework and Storage, the 

Visualiser and the Access Controller. 

 

From the list of the identified dependencies, it is clear that the following decisions were taken: 

• The Anonymiser and the Cleanser do not have any identified dependencies and their 

development is independent from the rest of the components. 

• The Vocabulary Repository provided the updates early in order to facilitate the development of 

the Harmonisation Tool. 

• The Harmonisation Tool provided with high priority the functionalities required from the File 

Handler, File Parser and Query Designer. 

• The Big Data Framework and Storage has been updated with high priority in order to enable 

the development of most of the of the components. 

• File Handler provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Harmonisation 

Tool, the File Parser and the Query Designer. 

• The File Parser provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Harmonisation 

Tool and the File Handler. 

• The Query Designer provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Service 

Builder. 

• The Service Builder does not have any identified dependencies and there was no requirement 

for early release of its functionalities. 

• The Visualiser provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Query Designer, 

the Service Builder and the Dashboard Builder. 

• The Access Controller provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Query 

Designer, the Service Builder, the Visualiser and the Dashboard Builder. 

• The Dashboard Builder provided with high priority the functionalities required from the Query 

Designer, the Service Builder and the Visualiser. 

Since the development process is following an incremental approach, each official release consists of a 

series of iterations and the respective internal releases. As such, the internal releases last for 

approximately three weeks and within these internal releases updates from each component are 

provided towards the aim of avoiding any blocking issues during the development of the components. 

It should be noted that the feedback received from the early assessment of the BigDataOcean platform 

Release 2.00 resulted in a series of major updates and adjustments in all components of the platforms 

for the first period of the second conceptual phase of the development process. At first, the backend 

services offered by the various components of the platform were implemented and afterwards the 

development team focused mainly on the frontend services of the components. 

The following figure illustrates the integration plan from M18 till M30 taking into consideration all the 

information described above. 
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Figure 4-2: BigDataOcean integration plan 

 

Based on the decisions described above the integration roadmap consists of three phases: 

• BigDataOcean Backend Services development (M19 – M21): In this phase the development 

team focused on providing the updates on the backend services of the components that will 

facilitate the development of the frontend services of the components in the next phase towards 

the implementation of the functionalities of the BigDataOcean platform. 

• BigDataOcean Frontend Services development (M21-24): In this phase the development team 

focused on providing the updates on the frontend services of the components utilising the 

updated backend services. Additionally, in this phase bug fixing was performed on the backend 

services based on the outcomes of the integration with the frontend services. Finally, the last 
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period of this phase was focused on providing updates and refinements on all services of the 

platform and on performing the system integration for the upcoming release of the platform. 

• BigDataOcean Platform Release 3.00 (M24): On M24 the third release of the platform is 

delivered containing on the refinements and improvements for the second version of the 

platform and is provided for assessment from the end-users. 

• BigDataOcean Backend and Frontend Services updates and optimisations (M24-M30): In this 

phase the development team will continue to provide updates and refinements on both the 

backend and frontend services of the platform based on the early feedback from the 

assessment of the end-users. Additionally, the development team will provide the necessary 

optimisations on all services towards the improvement of the platform performance and user 

experience. 

• BigDataOcean Platform Final Release (M30): On M30 the final release of the platform is 

delivered containing the final, fully functional high-fidelity implementation of the BigDataOcean 

platform. 
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5 Conclusions 

The scope of D5.5 was to document the efforts carried out within the context of tasks of WP5, towards 

the aim of delivering the third version of the integrated BigDataOcean platform (Release 3.00). The 

third version of the integrated platform was based on the partially functional high-fidelity integrated 

BigDataOcean platform (Release 2.00) that was delivered with deliverable D5.4. In the third version a 

series of improvements and refinements were introduced in the backend and frontend services of the 

platform as a result of the analysis that was conducted on the feedback received from the assessment 

of the end users. 

In the third version of the integrated BigDataOcean platform, the list of the backend services is 

composed by the Data Ingestion, the Query Execution, the Service Execution and Building, the 

Visualisation Generation, the Dashboard Creation and Display and the Access Control Service. The Data 

Ingestion service, that is composed by the File Handler, the Vocabulary Repository, the Harmonisation 

Tool and the File Parser, is providing the automated process enabling the automatic retrieval of new 

datasets, their semantic enhancement, as well as their parsing and normalisation. The Query Execution 

is enabling the exploration of the available dataset along with their variables, the formulation of both 

simple and complex queries and the dynamic combination of information originating from different 

sources. The Service Execution and Building is enabling the execution of advanced analytical services 

over big and diverse datasets coming from multiple sources, while also enabling their personalisation 

with end-user custom parameters. The Visualisation Generation is providing the visualisation capabilities 

of the platform over the available or generated data from the exploration of the available datasets, the 

creation of visualisation within custom dashboards or the creation of a variety of different visualisations 

within the executed services. The Dashboard Creation and Display is enabling the creation of 

customised dashboards/ reports composed by multiple components (widgets) displayed in a user-

defined layout, such as visualisations, or notes containing text, images, tables. 

In addition to the backend services described above, the third version of the integrated BigDataOcean 

platform contains a list of frontend services which includes the Landing Page, the User Profile, the 

Query Designer, the Dashboard Builder, the Services/ Analytics Builder, the Applications and 

Dashboards and the Data Upload. The Landing page offers the users the options to search the BDO 

Datasets and retrieve aggregated information for every one of them such as the title, a short 

description, the source, the size, the category and the privacy status. Additionally, it offers the option 

to use the Query Designer Tool or see the available applications and dashboards on the platform. The 

User Profile offers the option to view and edit the profile information of the user, as well as to send 

feedback and evaluate the platform. The Query Designer is providing the powerful graphical tool that 

enable the custom query execution with rich expressive capabilities and without the use of any SQL. 

The Dashboard Builder is facilitating the creation and customisation of dynamic dashboards composed 

by multiple widgets with visualisations, images, tables and text. The Service/ Analytics Builder is 

enabling the creation of new services on top of the platform following a user-friendly and innovative 

service building process with advanced capabilities. The Applications & Dashboards is providing access 

to all the available services and the created dashboards of the platform. Finally, the Data Upload is 

enabling the uploading of new datasets in the platform. 

In addition to the latest information for the available services of the integrated BigDataOcean platform, 

the current deliverable documents the integration strategy containing the updated definition of the 
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integration cycle for each release, as well as the tools and technologies that are used in order to 

implement this strategy.  Moreover, the current deliverable documents the integration roadmap that 

was compiled taking into account the identified dependencies between the components of the platform. 

Deliverable D5.5 is the accompanying report that presents the updated documentation for both backend 

and frontend services of the BigDataOcean platform, as well as the results of the integration plan for 

the period from M18 till M30. It should be noted that the delivery of the integrated BigDataOcean 

platform is a living process that will last until M30. The upcoming version of the BigDataOcean platform 

will be the final version and will be delivered with deliverable D5.6. In this final version, the fully 

functional high-fidelity implementation of the platform will be released containing all the available 

functionalities of the platform, as well as the necessary improvements and extensions in the existing 

functionalities. 

 


